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ABSTRACT
This thesis is a development plan for the air rights at
the South Station Transportation Center in the City of
Boston. The plan is for the development of three major real
estate uses: an office tower, a hotel tower, and a high
technology facility, all at the air rights above a
transportation center serving rail, bus, and rapid transit
commuters. The significant issues pertaining to air rights
development, mixed used development, development
process and related risks, market assessment, finanical
feasibility and projections, financing structuring, and the
regulatory approval processes were formulated for the South
Station Air Rights Development. Upon completion, an
estimated $100 million in public construction program will
be supplemented by $100 million or more in private
development would have been invested in the Transporatation
Center and the Air Rights Development, respectively. 35,000
commuters are forcasted to be using the transporation
facilities, and 2,400 to 4,000 people the air rights
developments.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND SITE DESCRIPTION
South Station is the northern terminus in Boston of the
Northwest Corridor Improvement Project for the Amtrak and
related commuter rail services. It is undergoing phase one
of an estimated $100 million public construction program to
transform the outdated station into a modern transportation
center serving commuter rail, commuter and inter-city bus,
and rapid transit riders. A 1,700 car parking facility is
also planned as a component of the transportation center.
At the air rights above the transportation center, the
City of Boston envisioned a $100 million private real estate
development program to consist of an office tower, a hotel,
and a high technology facility. The objective of this
thesis is to formulate a realistic private sector
development plan and strategy to develop the air rights at
South Station (hereinafter referred to as "South Station
ARD" or "ARD") for a potential multiple use development.
LOCATION
The South Station site is located at Atlantic Avenue
and Summer Street, bordering Boston's expanding financial
district. Exhibit 1.1 illustrates the location of the South
Station site in relationship to the city's central districts
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and major thoroughfares. (All exhibits will be
incorporated at the end of each chapter.)
Over the last 10 years, major new office developments
have committed over 3 million square feet ("SF") at the
southern fringe of the financial district near South
Station. In 1975, the Stone and Webster Engineering
Corporation completed its 400,000 SF world headquarter on
Summer Street, 1 block west of South Station. In 1977, The
Beacon Companies completed a 200,000 SF speculative office
tower 2 blocks to the west near Summer Street. In 1978, the
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston completed its 1 million SF
headquarter 1 block to the north on Atlantic Avenue. The
250,000 SF Teradyne Corporation's world headquarter is 2
blocks to the west. In 1984, Wang Laboratories completed a
100,000 10 story facility 1 block south of the South Station
site. In 1985, Rose Associates completed a 1 million SF
speculative office tower across from South Station on
Atlantic Avenue.
Presently, two major real estate developments are under
construction at the eastern fringe of the financial
district: phase one of the 1.8 million SF International
Place office center and the $180 million mixed use
development at Rowes Wharf.
The fringes of the financial district have an inventory
close to 5 million SF of first class office space, or nearly
25% of the office space in the financial district. The
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fringe of the district is definately expanding eastward
toward the waterfront and southward toward South Station in
order to accomodate with the continuing demand for new first
class office space.
SOUTH STATION TRANSPORTATION CENTER PUBLIC IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
In 1964, the Boston Redevelopment Authority ("BRA"),
the city's planning and urban development agency, initiated
The Central Business District - South Station Urban Renewal
Plan ("Plan"). (1) The original adopted Plan defined the
proposed Transportation Center at South Station to consist
of a reconstructed rail terminal and platforms, and a new
parking facility above the rail platforms.
In 1978, the Plan evolved into greater definition with
the inclusion of a bus terminal facility above the parking.
In 1978, the BRA entered into a purchase and sale
("P&S") agreement to sell the South Station property to the
Masachusetts Bay Transportation Authority ("MBTA").
Contained in said agreement, the MBTA agreed to construct,
subject to available funds, the following improvements on
the property:
a) a commuter and inter city rail facility;
( ) denotes a reference contained in the Bibliography.
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b) a new concourse providing ticketing facilities and
access for passenger between the headhouse, the rail
platforms and any future bus terminal providing all necessary
support functions to accommodate future inter city and
commuter bus programs;
c) a parking deck for approximately 550 vehicles including
a high capacity ramp system;
d) an inter city and commuter bus terminal;
e) the footing and structural systems necessary to support
at least three additional parking levels for a total garage
capacity of approximately 2,000 spaces;
f) improvements in the structure and systems of the
headhouse to permit operational use of the ground floor and
office on the upper floors of a standard comparable to other
major rehabilitation in the area.
In addition, the P&S Agreement provided: a reservation
of air rights to the BRA, its successors or assigns, of
approximately 250,000 square feet above the uppermost
parking and/or bus level, including access to the
foundations, for future air rights developments by the BRA;
and a cost sharing interrelationship among the state's
Executive Office of Transportation and Construction
("EOTC"), the Federal Rail Administration ("FRA"), the
federal Urban Mass Transportation Authority ("UMTA") and
MBTA; and a good faith commitment by the MBTA to use its
best efforts to obtain funding for all the proposed
improvements listed above. In 1979, a quitclaim deed was
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recorded at the Suffolk Registry of Deeds, conveying the
property.
The current South Station Transportation Center project
is comprised of 4 distinct elements.
The first element is the restoration of the pivotal
headhouse and the realignment of the rail tracks, both of
which are underging construction. This element is financed
from the Federal Government's Northeast Corridor Rail
Project. A new commuter and pedestrian concourse and
mezzanine with retail space are also included.
The second element is a bus terminal for commuter and
inter-city services. The terminal will be connected to the
headhouse, and will provide for bus staging areas and
necessary auxiliary facilities. There may be two bus
operation levels elevated above the train tracks. Lobby
entrance will be on street level.
The third element is a 1,700 space parking garage to be
constructed over the bus terminal.
The MBTA is restoring the headhouse and constructing
the rail improvements, and will construct the bus terminal
and the public garage (in conjuction with the BRA), at a
total estimated cost of approximately $100 million, the
major portion of which will be financed with grants from the
federal government. Foundations and structural capabilities
for additonal future air rights development will be
incorporated within the bus terminal and parking garage
5
structures.
When completed, the improved rail terminal will serve
an estimated 30,000 rider trips daily, and a new connection
to the MBTA Red line at South Station will serve 5,000 rider
trips daily. The proposed terminal for commuter and
intercity buses is forcasted to serve 20,000 rider trips
daily. (2)
The BRA retains the ownership of the air rights above
the transportation center rail. At or near the completion
of the public improvements, the BRA will then solicit
proposals from private sector developers, and negotiate the
development of the air rights for commercial uses with the
developer ("Developer") selected. The private development
of the air rights is the fourth element at the South Station
Transportation Center.
In 1980, the BRA commissioned a program feasibility and
massing studies ("1980 Study") for its air rights property
at the South Station site. (3) The 1980 Study envisioned 3
proposed commercial uses at be developed at the air rights:
1) a 400,000 SF 12 story office tower;
2) a 600 room 24 story convention-oriented hotel;
3) a 250,000 SF 2 story facility to be used by the region's
high technology industries.
The physical and functional integration of the various
transportation components and the air rights development
components are extremely complex. Exhibit 1.2 contains an
artist view of the transportation center and air rights
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development from street level. Exhibit 1.3 contains an
exploded view and description of the entire complex.
Exhibit 1.4 contains architectural sections and an elevation
of the transportation center and the air rights compponents.
Exhibit 1.5 contains an aerial schematic illustration of the
complex.
THESIS
This thesis assumes that the Developer has been awarded
the developer designation for the South Station ARD from the
BRA through a Request for Proposal process. This thesis
will address the following major issues: development
management organization, assessment of the market potential
for the three proposed uses; project feasibility analysis;
regulatory approval process to secure the right to build,
financing strategies and structuring; and a summary offering
suggestions on how to improve the market potential for the
development and benefits to the city.
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Exhibit 1.3
AIR RIGHTS DEVELOPMENT
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CHAPTER 2
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS AND ORGANIZATION
SOUTH STATION AIR RIGHTS DEVELOPMENT
The South Station ARD undertaking would require from
its Developer a greater level of planning, implementation,
and financial management than a similar scale single use
development at another location. The complexity in the ARD
can be attributed to the physical and legal integration and
coordination with the public sector components and
infrastructure underneath, the multiple uses, the complex
nature of the financing structure, and to its location
within an older urban context.
This chapter discusses several decisions, strategies
and issues that are critical to the successful
implementation of the ARD.
IDENTIFYING THE PHASES OF THE ARD PROJECT
The South Station ARD can be expected to evolve through
several phases where timing and decision making are critical
to the schedule and cost control of the project. The key
phases for the ARD would include: market assessment and
preliminary financial feasibility analysis, project
organization, formation of the project team, master
13
planning, regulatory approval, schematic design phase,
project financing, design development and construction
documentation, construction, marketing and initial occupancy
phase.
At the start of the development process, a schedule
organizing the significant phases is illustrated in Exhibit
2.1. Three months are budgeted for organization start up
activities after developer designation, and six months for
securing the approval for the ARD master plan (together with
the proper rezoning) and clearances from environmental
regulatory agencies. It would be 24 months from the start
up before any construction activity. The development
schedule would later incorporated the results of the market
assessment and financial feasibility analyses.
Based on the the market assessment and the financial
feasibility for each of the three uses, the Developer would
decide if it would develop the three ARD components
sequentially, over time, or two or more components
simultaneously.
The three phases in the ARD implementation that would
expose greatest financial risks to the Developer are: the
obtaining of the regulatory approval for the entire ARD, the
construction phase(s) and the marketing phase(s).
Each of the project phases will be discussed in greater
details in the following sections.
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MARKET ASSESSMENT PHASE AND INITIAL FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS
During this early phase, the Developer assesses the
economic feasibility of the project in relationship to the
market supply and forcast demand for each use component of
the South Station ARD. Financial feasibility analyses would
be undertaken to establish development and construction
costs, market absoprtion and capture, revenue projections,
and potential return on investment. Later, the program
requirements, site analysis, budget studies, and other
conceptual information are developed to define the market
and scope of the project and its financial feasibility.
Realistic identification and assessment of the market
for the office, hotel, and high technology components is
vital to the conception of the project. From the market
assessment studies, the Developer would be determining a
window of opportunity to deliver the project to market, the
segment of the market the project would capture, and the
absportion or occupancy level achievable.
At this early stage, details of the project design have
not been considered, and information needed to develop a
project budget is sketchy at best. Many conceptual budgets
are developed from ballpark square foot costs or historical
costs of similar projects. Accuracy tends to vary widely
from final project costs, and generally represents
optimistic projections. Additional study and a clear
defination of project objective and time requirements at
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this stage would help to reduce unexpected surprises later.
A specific set of outline design criteria identifying the
major requirements of the building would be developed.
These requirements may then be quantified, scheduled, and an
estimation of material, labor, and indirect costs will
produce the initial budget and schedule for the project.
During this phase, the Developer direct expenses are
relatively minor, but all at risk. Many of the conceptual
planning functions may be achieved with internal capabities,
with market assessment and conceptual design activities
contracted to third party professionals.
PROJECT ORGANIZATION
One of the first action by the Developer is to
establish the project organization. Many professionals will
be involved in developing the ARD project. The
effectiveness of each individual's or group's efforts is
largely determined by the organization, decision and
communications channels established by the Developer. To
establish the project organization's credibility and
effectiveness, a senior officer from the Developer's
organization, preferrably its president, must be involved in
the reviews and decisions of major events as the project
develops. The Developer would assess the market potential
and constraints, the initial economic feasibility, and set
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the initial overall concept for the development.
A development manager would be selected at the very
start of the project organization to coordinate the master
planning and the regulatory approval process. The
development manager would also be responsible to: establish
and administer the overall development cost control system,
the interfacing with the legal, marketing, leasing and hotel
operating professionals, and administer the project
financing.
Before the schematic design phase for the first project
component, a project manager would be selected to establish
and administer the design and construction phases and their
cost control systems. He or she would also administer the
design and construction contracts, the project team, and
interior improvements. If the timetable for any of the use
component overlaps, a separate project manager would be
selected to coordinate the given component. The project
manager would coordinate the delivery of the documents
required by the development manager. A project accountant
would be assigned to administer and integrate all the cost
control systems, and monitor the cash expenditure status of
the project organization.
All development and project managers would report
directly to the senior officer. The project accountant
would report to the development manager. Major negotiations
and decisions regarding regulatory approvals, project
financing, selection of the project team, and leasing would
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be made by the senior officer and implemented by the
development manager. Once a month, or sooner at pre-defined
milestones, the managers and the accountant report to the
Developer the current status of the project schedule and
cost control progess.
The managers are the Developer's representatives in the
entire development process and would be granted full support
in establishing a single source information flow between all
project personnel. When coordinated and issued by the
project managers, official communications are properly
recorded, and redundant tasks and undue confusion are
avoided. The responsibilities and authority limits for all
parties are defined. The managers establish project
coordination procedures for corespondences, files, meetings,
and approvals of key project documents, and determine a
timely cost reporting and control system, including a
current change order system.
COST CONTROL SYSTEMS
Cost control must be implemented by the project
accountant in conjunction with the managers, prior to any
commitment of project funds. The first task is formating
the costs elements into catagories reflecting the actual
project execution plan. Budget amounts are established for
each of the planned purchase requirements. The budget
18
control allows for direct comparision of planned and actual
cost elements. The accuracy of cost information for land,
consultant fees, construction , financing, and Developer's
overhead determines the accuracy of the cost model.
The cost control model can employ a probalistic
approach, with separate risk probabilities assigned to the
differing cost items together with a variance probability
assignment. A monitoring of the risks associated with the
probable variances to the budget may identify possible large
cost over runs due to adverse contingencies as the project
evolves.
Cost tracking, reporting, and forcasting will then
become the focus of the control effort after expenditures
are initiated. Analysis is made of the quantities and price
changes occurring during project development that vary from
the original plan. Changes are totaled, and a updated cost
is forcasted. This forcasting technique is applied based
upon the actual cost to date plus the estimated cost to
complete the item. Large variances are then analyzed to
consider possible corrective action to achieve project
objectives at reduced costs.
A master schedule must be established and clearly
defined the realistic start and completion dates for major
activities, such as government agency submisssion, review
and approvals, design and construction activities, occupancy
dates, interdependency of project activities graphically
illustrated to denote sequence, and specific milestone dates
19
for the completion of keys tasks. Such a schedule would
permit monitoring and updating of current status.
FORMATION OF THE PROJECT TEAM
A multitude of professionals would be involved in the
South Station ARD. They include the Developer's
organization, architects, design consultants, engineering
consultants, attorneys, accountants, insurance agents,
lenders and investors, contractors, marketing and leasing
brokers, hotel opertors and property managers. The
Developer, through its development and project managers,
must orchestrate and coordinate all these professionals
through the project development and delivery processes.
The primary project team is comprised of the Developer,
its managers, the designers, and the contractors.
The Developer would pre-qualify several architects,
design and engineering consultants, and contractors, and
interview them as to their recent experiences in major
project of similar uses and sizes.
The Developer would then select one architect to
prepare the master plan for the ARD and also the design for
each of the components. The Developer's choice of the
architect is based on its design capabilities to tranform
the Developer's concepts and visions into a physical design,
its capabilities to deliver the design documents on
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schedule, its cost monitoring and control system during the
various phases of the design, and its construction
administration capabilities. The Developer would similarly
select the design and engineering consultants, but would
assign them to be contracted by the architect.
A fast track delivery process is recommended for the
ARD. This thesis assumes that the Developer does not have a
construction operation or subsidiary. In the traditional
process, the construction of the building commences after
the construction documents are complete for all the building
system and the construction contract is awarded through
competitive bidding or negotiation. In the fast track
process, design and construction are combined into one
overlapping process, whereby the project would be delivered
in a shorter time, and thereby reducing the cost of
construction loan interest payments and generating revenues
from the completed project sooner. Fast track delivery,
however, require a greater level of coordination among the
Developer, the designers, and the contractors. It also
requires timely decisions by the Developer. A major
building system, such as the foundation, structural, or
mechanical, can start construction when the design and
specifications for just that system are completed.
At the start of the schematic phase for each ARD
component, the Developer would contract with the general
contractor for Construction Management ("CM") service. The
CM would provide realistic market costs and building system
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alternatives to Developer, the architect and its
consultants, so that as the design for the project develops,
the Developer would have more accurate cost data to do its
financial analysis. The participation of the general
contractor as a consultant would also provide a greater
opportunity to evaluate alternative building systems and to
modify the project cost parameters before construction is
committed.
MASTER PLANNING PHASE
During the master planning phase for the ARD, its
markets and target users, scope, image, quality standard,
project costs parameters, traffic and pedestrian
circulation, and project phasing are either defined or
refined from earlier concepts. Master planning includes
schematic design studies.
Project financing stategies would be explored to
implement the master plan.
It is during this phase that schematic design and
environmental engineering studies are commissioned for the
regulatory approval processes.
A substantial budget must be allocated to contract
architectural, design and engineering consultants to produce
the studies for the master planning and the regulatory
process. The costs to be incurred by the Developer are at
22
full risk.
THE REGULATORY PROCESS
The regulatory process requires the Developer to
commission and manage the master plan, and design and
engineering studies required for submission to the various
governmental agencies having jurisdiction over the
development for reviews and eventual approvals before a
building permit can be granted. Chapter 4 will discusss in
depth the public sector regulatory review and approval
process.
This process constitutes one of the three phases in the
development where the Developer is exposured to the greatest
financial risks. Although the Developer has secured a legal
equivalent of an "option" to develop the project, the
Developer does not have all the necessary governmental
permits and approvals to commence construction (i.e. the
right to build). There is a multitude of review and appeal
opportunities for any individual or groups to extend the
review and approval process.
The Developer must fund an substantial budget, which is
all at risk, to commission a multitude of design,
engineering, and legal documents required for submission
during the regulatory process. The Developer would recover
all or a major portion of its up front risk capital only at
the closing of the project financing and after obtaining the
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right to build.
SCHEMATIC DESIGN PHASE
The Developer would proceed with the schematic phase
for one or more of the ARD uses only after the master plan
for the ARD has been approved by the city and the site
properly rezoned, and the master plan for the entire ARD has
cleared the environmental regulatory process.
The schematic design phase is the first and the most
critical phase of the ARD project where the architect and
its consultants transforms the Developer's concept and
objectives into a building program and a schematic design.
It is at this phase that the design opportunity to
control cost starts at full control, and diminishes to
partial control at the end of schematics phase when the
building program and systems are defined. The period to
establish project scope, parameters, quality and cost is the
schematic phase.
As the design develops, major design changes to reduce
costs in materials and labor become more difficult to
execute. Simultaneously, the accuracy of the cost
estimating improves because estimated costs convert to
actual costs as the major building systems components are
being priced in the market.
Up to 75% to 80% of the building's construction costs
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can be determined at the end of a properly managed schematic
phase. The project team would have defined the building to
a fairly high degree in the outline specifications: the
foundation, structure, exterior skin, interior work,
heating, ventilation and air conditioning, electrical,
plumbing, and vertical transportation. At this point, the
schematic documents submitted to the Developer by the
project team would grant it a reliable data on the scope,
quality and cost of the development, which would then be
presented to a prospective construction lender, the long
term financing lender, and investors.
If the estimates exceed the Developer's owner's budget,
the Developer still has sufficient opportunity to make
certain changes in the quality or scope without imparing the
schedule. Such changes would be in the nature of: less
expensive facade, elimination of the basement level,
decreasing the height of the building, selecting an
alternate structural system, mechanical system, or elevator
system are among the possibilities.
It would be cost effective at this design phase for the
Developer to commission a value engineering analysis and a
life cycle costing of the building's system from the project
team in order to determine the best alternative. Value
engineering analysis is an effective way to control building
cost during the design phase. Value engineering analysis is
a systematic approach to identifying high or unnecessary
cost areas and substituting alternative design solutions to
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yield reduced life cycle costs without reducing functional
performance or sacrificing overall performance. Areas
typically considered for value analysis include: site
layout, building space configuration and capacity, types of
mechanical and electrical systems, contols, operation costs,
and building maintenence. Since each system contributes to
the overall project cost, it can be analyzed in combination
with other systems to produce a more optimal building
configuration in terms of function. The analysis
concentrates on solutions, not only in the reduction of
initial costs of the building systems, but also in costs to
operate, maintain, and replace systems over the building's
expect life cycle.
No project team member should make major project
decisions after the schematic design phase without having
participated fully in producing the building program,
conceptual design, cost and financial projections and
project schedule contained in the schematic report.
PROJECT FINANCING PHASE
During the master planning and schematic phases, the
Developer would begin to solicit interest from financial
instititutions to fund the construction and long term
financing for the development.
At the end of a schematic phase, the Developer would
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have more accurate data regarding the market potential, the
development and construction cost, revenue projections, and
project delivery schedule to present to the prospective
financing sources.
Critical to the preservation of the Developer's
economic interest in the development is it (s method on how
to finance the project. A highly leveraged debt financed
project would enhance the returns to the Developer, but it
is also vulnerable to negative leverage should there be a
shortfall in the revenue projections, may lead to default of
the project. A prudent method to finance the project is to
form a financial partnership with a major institution
investor, who has the long term resources and commitments to
fund the capitals required by the development. Although the
Developer grants 50% or more ownership interest in the
project to the investors, it receives in return equity
capital it needs to preserves its long term benefits in the
project.
To secure construction financing for the project, the
construction would typically require a pre-leasing
commitment for 25% or 30% of the tenant space, a guarantee
price contract with a qualified general contractor, a
completion guarantee from the Developer, a commitment by the
long term financing source to repay the construction loan or
a guarantee of repayment by the Developer.
The financing strategy for the South Station ARD and
each of its components will be discussed in greater detail
27
in Chapter 5.
DESIGN DEVELOPMEMT AND CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENT PHASE
After the Developer approves the schematic design
documents, the design team proceeds into the design
development phase. In the design development phase, the
project team studies and refines the design with
specifications for major building materials and systems.
At the end of this phase, proposals would be solicited
from several general contractors, each prequalified as to
its experience and capacity to deliver the project on time
and on budget. The CM who had been serving as a consultant
to the project would also be invited to submit a proposal.
Each contractor would supply a detailed cost breakdown based
on the schematic design as part of its proposal, and the
cost would constitute the intitial Guarantee Maximum Price
("GMP") if that proposal is accepted. This cost information
would verify the accuracy of the cost estimate from the
schematic phase.
The selected general contractor selected would function
as an integral member of the project team. Value
engineering and life cycle costing would be refined during
with the participation of the general contractor. It would
advise and coordinate with the architect and its consultants
as it is pricing and procuring materials and labor in the
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market place. With the general contractor as part of the
team, the accuracy of the cost estimates could be enhanced
to 90% by the close of the design development phase.
The objective of the project team is in to deliver the
project as defined by the design documents within the
initial GMP. When this phase is completed, the team submits
a design development report to the Developer listing all
items in the schematic report in greater detail, together
with the GMP price.
CONSTRUCTION PHASE
Once the project reaches the construction document
phase, the design opportunity to meet cost decreases to
where the project team has only a few means to prevent cost
overruns. During this phase, buidling materials and
products are specified in the exact forms they will be used
in the building. Major building systems must avoid late
changes. The team may concentrate on selecting alternate
exterior materials, reducing the quality of the interior
finishes, or simplifying a landscape design.
Subsequent design changes to original plans must be
assessed and incorporated into the cost model to provide an
accurate picture of the cost at points in time and the
probable final cost. A change order system is the
administrative focal point of this proces and would be
maintained under the direction of the development and
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project managers, and the project accountant.
Construction can commence during design development
phase, after the project has secured project financing.
With the construction document achieving 100% completion as
as the general contractor finalizes its procurement of
material and labor from subcontractors. The final
construction cost and contract would be analyzed against the
GMP.
If the the final construction procument costs are less
than the initial GMP, the general contractor and the
Developer would share in the saving as agreed to. A shared
saving provision provides financial incentive to the general
contractor to control the procurement of its purchases of
material and labor.
If the final costs are greater than the initial GMP,
due to a necessary change in the scope of the project or its
quality as directed by the Developer or unforseen
conditions, then a final GMP would be negotiated with the
general contractor reflecting the changes.
The Developer is at enormous economic risks during the
construction phase. The project's construction lender would
typically require from the Developer guarantees for the
completion of the project and the repayment of the
construction loan. To partially offset its potential risks,
the Developer could require bonds from the general
contractor guaranteeing performance of completion and
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payment of material and labor incurred in the construction
of the project, and assign these bonds to the construction
lender.
MARKETING AND MARKET CONDITIONS
The next and the last major risk exposure for the
Developer is when the project is delivered to the market. A
development is typically conceived and planned several years
in advance of expected market demand and supply. If the
market conditions and demand for the development is below
forcasted, the Developer must have or have access to
substantial capital to fund the operating deficits until the
project achieved certain occupancy performance and thereby
is able to trigger the funding of the long term financing.
If long term financing is delayed because the project
is delayed in achieving stabilized operation, the Developer
must then negotiate an extension to the construction loan.
An extension will require additional penalty fees and costs
to the Developer.
MANAGEMENT OPTIMIZATION
The function of the development and project managers is
to optimize total project cost, schedule, and building
performance within a set of project objectives set by the
Developer. The success of this function requires well
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conceived planning objectives, detailed pre-planning, a well
defined implementation strategy, a framework for cost
effective decision making, and able project management
personnel and cost control systems.
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CHAPTER 3
MARKET ASSESSMENT AND STRATEGIES
MARKET ASSESSMENT PHASE
One of the first tasks the Developer for the South
Station ARD must undertake is to study and assess the
current and anticipated markets for each of the ARD uses.
The Developer begins with a macro perspective, and then
focuses on the particulars of each of the real estate
markets.
CITY'S HISTORY AND QUALITY OF LIFE
Founded in 1630 and incorporated as a city in 1822, the
city of Boston has become a major international center for
business, finance, high technology, medicine, and higher
education. Boston is the economic and transportation center
of New England. The city's economy, the center of the first
industrial revolution, has evolved from manufacturing and
trade to a broad and diversed service base. After a long
decline, the city resident population increased from 560,840
in 1979 to 570,719 in mid-1984 and forcasted to 600,000 by
1990; the office employment is forcasted to increase from
147,238 in 1979 to approximately 212,000 in 1990. (4)
Boston is endowed with a rich inventory of colleges,
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academies, and conservatories. Many of its 65 colleges and
universities are among the most well known in the world.
With trade and vocational school included, the metropolitan
area has more than 100 institutions of higher learning.
The reason most frequently cited by new companies for
their establishment in Massachusetts is the direct access to
faculty and graduates of such institutions such as
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Harvard
University.
Boston's reputation in medical skills, research and
facilities is well known nationally and internationally.
Included in the numerous hospitals located in Boston's
metropolitan region are the internationally known teaching
hospitals of Massachusetts General, Beth Israel, and
Children's Hospital, as well as the medical and dental
schools at Harvard, Tuft and Boston Universities and New
England Medical Center.
Recognized as a center for culture, Boston offers
amenities such as the Museum of Fine Arts, the Museum of
Science, the Boston Symphony Orchestra, and the Boston Pops.
Recreational boating in the heart of the city, as well as
its\ proximity to the Berkshire Mountains, skiing to the
north, and the ocean shores of Cape Cod, Nantucket, and
Martha's Vineyard are some of the popular recreational
amenities readily accessible to the population.
Boston's rich historical, educational, cultural, and
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recreational amenities reflects its quality of life and
desirability as a place to work and live.
TRANSPORTATION AND ACCESS
Boston is readily accessible from most major New
England and mid-Atlantic cities. The city's transportation
system is well developed for air, land, and sea travel.
Boston's Logan International Airport is only ten minutes by
car or subway from downtown Boston. Eight major highways
feed into the downtown area, including the Massachusetts
Turnpike, Interstate 95, and Interstate 93. Two
circumferential highways, Route 128 and Route 495, encircle
the city at distances of approximately 12 and 25 miles,
respctively. The MBTA, the area's mass transit systems,
links 3 million people with the city.
By the end of 1985, it is forcasted that close to
300,000 commuters will enter the central business districts
each day. (5)
EMPLOYMENT
Metropolitan Boston has run counter to national trends
with unemployment at 4.3% verus a national unemployment rate
of 7.5% as of year end 1984. This is due to the strong high
technology and financial service oriented economic base
within the area. Boston has the second highest ratio of
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jobs to population of any of the nation's thirty largest
cities, surpassed only by Washington D.C.. This high ratio
of jobs to population indicates that Boston provides a
direct source of employment and income for an area that
extends well beyond the boundaries of the city. The
proportion of professional, managerial, and technical
personnel has risen sharply in the last decade and now
represents 30% of Boston's total labor force. (6)
ECONOMIC GROWTH
Computer and data processing services, software
development, finance, financial management, legal, medicine,
education, and professional services in a variety of
technical fields are now the important elements in the
rapidly expanding services sector of the Boston's economy.
Boston's economic future shows great potential as its
economic structure becomes firmly established in modern
export and services oriented activities. Unprecedented
levels of economic development and construction activities
currently underway in Boston should result in the creation
of 50,000 new jobs over the next five years.
The BRA, the city's planning agency, projected a growth
of 106,748 net new jobs in what it defined as the
communication-information-knowledge ("CIV) industries from
1979 to 1990, and a growth of 212,000 net new jobs in all
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industries in the city of Boston. (7)
In another study, the National Planning Association
estimated that a total of 507,800 net new jobs for all
industries will be created within the entire Boston
metropolitan area from the 1980's through to the year
2000. (8)
There is a significant number of the high growth
technology companies and financial management companies
which have their headquarters in the greater Boston area. A
selective list of major corporations headquartered and major
financial managers that can be expected to contibute to the
city's and region's economic growth are contained in
Exhibits 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.
REAL ESTATE ENVIRONMENT
A considerable amount of major new development is
taking place in Boston, including: the mixed use project at
Copley Place, the mixed use project at Lafayette Place; a
major new office tower at 53 State Street, a major new
office tower at One Financial Center at Dewey Square next to
the Boston Federal Reserve Bank. The $180 million mixed use
project at Rowes Wharf, and the first phase of the 1.8
million square feet International Place office center are
under construction. In addition, the city has successfully
recycled much of its urban building stock on a large scale.
Some recent examples include: the highly successful
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commercial and retail development at Fanueil Hall-Quincy
Market; the 105 acre project at Charleston Navy Yard,
consisting of one million square feet of office and light
manufacturing space, 1200 residential units, a major
waterfront park and a marina.
Exhibit 3.3 identifies the South Station ARD location
in relationship to the major office and hotel properties in
the central and Back Bay districts, parking facilities,
rapid transit stations, and major thoroughfares.
THE OFFICE MARKET
The BRA study on the CIK industries forcasted a growth
of 39,475 net new jobs in the CIK industries that would
require a direct need of 9.5 million SF of office space in
the 1979-90 period. The study also forcasted an indirect
demand for an additional 20,950 new net jobs, and a
corresponding need for an additional 5 million SF of lower
quality office space. (7)
In 1984, the BRA surveyed the downtown office market in
nine major cities, and found that Boston had the lowest
vacancy rate of 3.9% as of mid-1984, the lowest unemployment
rate at 4.0%, the highest percentage of employment in the
service industry at 53.9%, and the highest percentage of
services exported at 40.7%. (9) Exhibit 3.4 summarizes the
results from the survey. Exhibit 3.5 illustrates the
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vacancy rates in the nine major metropolitan office markets.
There are two major offfice market in the City of
Boston, the Downtown/Financial District and the Back Bay.
The Downtown/Financial market is predominantly occupied by
banking, finance, accounting and legal services; while the
Back Bay is insurance companies, advertising and publishing.
There is relatively little relocation movement historically
of tenants between this two markets. (10)
As of April, 1985, the Downtown/Financial District is
comprised of approximately 19.2 million SF of first class
office space. Vacancies total 2 million SF, or 10.2%. The
vacancy rate increased from 5% in 1984 due to the delivery
into the market of approximately 3.3 million SF of newly
completed space. Despite the increase in vacancy rate,
several major office building totaling over one million SF
started construction in 1985 due to the demand for new
office space, including Rowes Wharf and International Place.
The new spaces are asking record rents ranging from $30 to
$45 per rentable SF. Over 3 million SF of new office space
are undergoing regulatory review and are expected to be
delivered to the market in 1986/87. (10)
Exhibit 3.6 identifies the nine office developments
that are being reviewed by the BRA, their expected
construction and occupancy dates.
Historical absorption over the past 5 years has
averaged over 1 million SF per year, and over 2 million SF
last year. (10) Many office leasing professionals expects a
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greater absorption from 1985 to 1988 because of the
continued growth of the local economy and the pent up demand
resulting from the lack of significant quantity of quality
office space during the past years. Employment growth
generated by internal expansion will result in a compounding
growth factor in the future years.
In a survey of the Boston office market, however, a
major Boston realtor predicted a low vacancy rate of 9.3% in
1987, and increasing to 14.4% in 1990. Figure 3.7 contains
a chart illustrating the projected office supply and vacancy
trend.
The BRA, through its review process, however, regulates
the delivery of office space to the market. Exhibit 3.8
compares the schedule for office developments approved by
the BRA with the schedule proposed by the developers. BRA
would approved 9 million additional SF of office space to be
delivered by 1989, whereas the developers proposed the new
inventories by 1987. As a result of the BRA approved
schedule, Exhibit 3.9 compares the vacancy rates of 4.2% at
the end of 1989 with the 14.4 % if the new office supply was
not regulated by the BRA. The South Station ARD office
tower would be delivered to the market in 1992, when a
surplus of new office space is not projected.
The combined factors of a growing service sector
economy and a planning control on the supply of office space
by the city government are two factors that the Boston
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office market would not expected to be over supplied with
new inventories.
MARKET STRATEGY FOR THE ARD OFFICE TOWER
Real estate leasing professionals and the BRA expect
that the major legal, accounting and financial services
firms will continue the current healthy rate of growth and
the resultant demand for office space. (11) That would be
the general market for the office tower at the South Station
ARD.
Although the South Station is located at the fringe of
the financial district, over 3 million SF of office space
have been developed with 2 blocks of the South Station ARD
within the last 10 years, with 1 million delivered in 1985
across Atlantic Avenue at One Financial Center at Dewey
Square. Exhibit 3.10 illustrates the major office
developments completed within the vicinity of the ARD.
Exhibit 3.11 is a photocopy of an aerial photograph showing
the location of the ARD to the office developments contained
in Exhibit 3.10.
A 400,000 SF highly visible office tower, located in
the core of the financial district, could achieve 95%
occupancy in 10 to 12 months in a growing economy and 5%
vacancy office market.
The ARD office tower is set back from Atlantic
Avenue, and thereby lacks street presence. To position the
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office project in the market and to compete for tenants, the
office project would be developed and marketed with three
distinctive amenities. On site pay parking for 400 cars, or
1 space per 1,000 SF tenant space, would be provided in the
parking garage. The nearby International Place will provide
800 on site parking for 1.8 million SF, or 1 space per 2,000
SF of tenant space. To capture a segment of the market, the
ARD office tower might target to the smaller office users,
starting from 5,000 SF. Third, the office building would be
designed and marketed as an intelligent , also called a
smart building".
In an intelligent building, communication and data
systems are incorporated within the building. A significant
feature of an intelligent building is that tenants can
shared in highly sophisticated communication and data
processing systems that tenants can not afford on its own.
(12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17)
Given a continued growing economy, a 5% vacancy rate in
the office marketplace, and the foregoing amenities, the ARD
office tower could realistically achieve full occupancy
within 21 months (assuming a linear function) after the
building is delivered to the market in 1991/2.
THE HOTEL MARKET
In the opinion of several real estate and hotel
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professionals, the supply of hotel rooms is currently
exceeding demands, except at the waterfront locations.
In a 1979 study, the BRA report a total inventory of
6,925 hotel rooms in the city of Boston, and forcasted a
demand for 10,087 new hotel rooms and a replacement of 1,125
hotel rooms by 1990. (18)
As of 1985, there are 8,935 rooms in the city of
Boston, in 18 significant lodging facilities, including 3
new hotels.
The supply of lodging facilities in the city can be
divided into 3 distinct locations: Financial/Government
Center, Back Bay, and Midtown districts.
With all the 8,935 hotel rooms in operation, the Back
Bay will have 57% of the hotel rooms in the city. The
Financial/Government district will have only 25%, despite
the fact that the Downtown, Financial and Government
districts will have over three times the amount of office
space as the Back Bay. Although the supply of office space
does not necessarily coorelate directly to the need for
hotel rooms, it is a major factor in assessing hotel demand.
The other demands are from conventions and seasonal tourist.
There is one significant convention facility in the
city, the John B. Hynes Veterans Auditorium, located in the
Back Bay district. The auditorium is expending its
convention and exhibition space from 326,000 SF to 700,000
SF, to be completed in 1986/87. Within the immediate
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vicinity of the auditorium are 4,000 hotel room in 5 hotels
to service the convention businesses.
Lodging facilities in the city of Boston achieved a
combined market occupancy nf approximately 70% in 1984, with
an average room rate of $84 per night. Within the three
geographic markets, the Financial/Government Center district
consistently achieves levels of occupancy and average room
rates significantly above the Back Bay and Midtown
districts. It is estimated that the Bostonian Hotel and the
Marriott Long Wharf achieved the highest occupancy levels of
nearly 90% in 1984. (19) A summary of occupancy levels and
average room rates for the geographic markets in 1984 is as
follows:
Market Average
Occupancy Room Rates
Financial/Government 77-81% $ 92-96
Center
Back Bay 65-69% $ 83-87
Midtown 59-63% $ 65-69
Total Boston Market 67-71% $ 82-86
THE MARKET STRATEGY FOR THE ARD HOTEL
The previous 1980 Study envisioned a 600 room
convention type hotel, together with a health club and a
roof garden above the parking structure, at the South
Station ARD. (20) Based on interviews with several real
estate and hotel professionals, a smaller scale hotel of 350
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rooms targeted to business uses would have a greater market
potental than one targeted to convention businesses.
The ARD hotel would be developed as what the hotel
industry terms "mid priced luxury" hotel. The hotel would
offer limited meeting facilities of high quality. The
meeting rooms would be a series of boardrooms for
conferences. (21) (22)
The hotel would also offer teleconferencing
capabilities, by utilizing the communication sytems from the
office tower. A recent article reports that
teleconferencing has not so far curtailed the travel of
business meeting attendees. (23)
As an additional marketing feature, the hotel would
also features recreational amenities such as a roof garden,
a swimming pool, a tennis court and a sauna to the hotel
guests and the public. These facilities would be built
above the parking structure.
The 1980 Study projected that 45.1% of all hotel
roomnights in Boston were used by business and commercial
travelers, 34.6% by groups and convention travelers, and
20.3% by tourists and others. (20) A 1983 article reported
that 41% of all hotel uses were business travellers, 26%
were on vacation, 21% were attending conferences, 4% on
government business, and 8 % for miscellaneous reasons. (21)
During the weekdays, the primarly hotel users would be
business related. Although not in the immediate vicinity of
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the Hynes Auditorium, some overflow from its convention
activities can be also be expected. During the summer
months, the hotel could also target the tourist travelers,
especially the weekends.
The average asking room rate, if the hotel was
delivered in 1985 with the foregoing described amenities,
could be as high as $100 per night. A 70% occupancy level
can be realistically achieved 3 to 5 years after the hotel
opening.
THE HIGH TECHNOLOGY MARKET
In the current metropolitan market, the demand for high
technology facilities, also popularly known as R&D (research
and development) or flexible spaces, are centered along the
Route 128 and Route 495 circumfrenetial highways 15 and 25
miles, respectively, outside of Boston. High technology
space, with a ratio of 4 free parking space per 1,000 of
tenant space, are asking $9.50 to $10.50 per rentable SF on
a net net basis, i.e. the tenants paid for operating expenses
and real estate taxes.
The 1980 Study envisioned a facility at the South
Station ARD for the region's high technology industries.
Its market demand, however, is an unknown factor and
difficult to assess due to few comparables. There are two
high technology presences near the South Station site, a
250,000 SF Teradyne Corporation facility, which is used for
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administrative, engineering and testing, and light assembly
functions, and a 100,000 SF Wang Laboratories facility. No
occupancy cost figures are available for both facilities.
Located across the Mystic River in the Charlestown section
of Boston is the former Schrafft Candy Factory. The 575,000
SF multi-story factory is undergoing renovation into
flexible high technology and economical office, with asking
rents from $6.50 to $14.50 per rentable SF.
The West Cumming Park, in Worburn, is an example of a
sucessful multilevel high technology center in a suburban
setting. The recent building contains 6 floors, with 30,000
SF per floor. Ther are 4 freight elevators, separate from
the pedestrian elevators, and ample truck waiting and
loading facilities. Free parking is provided at a ratio of
3.5 spaces per 1,000 SF of tenant space. The asking rent is
$15.00 per SF.
THE MARKET STRATEGY FOR THE ARD HIGH TECHNOLOGY FACILITY
The 1980 Study envisioned a two story 250,000 SF high
technology facility at the ARD. The large floor area is an
outdated floor size more suitable for light manaufacturing
uses than R&D uses, which are typically housed in 30,000 SF
floor sizes. For the ARD project, a 6 story 250,000 SF
facility, with 41,500 SF per floor, would be a functional
floor size to accomodate a multitude of potential uses such
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as: R&D, large engineering service, data processing, and/or
back office operations.
To attract the tenants to the ARD, a competitive asking
rent of $12 per SF on a net nat basis, based on 1985
dollars, is a one prerequiste. Others factors include
parking for at a minimum of 1 space per 1,000 SF of tenant
space, and controlled truck access and loading facilities.
The facility would also offer the shared tenant
telecommunication amenities from the office tower systems.
Given the high construction cost for a facility located
on air rights and in an urban setting, the facility might
not be financially feasible at a rental of $12 in 1985.
Therefore, an alternate program for a moderate quality office
building, with the flexibility for both office and high
technology uses, would be an alternate use. The potential
tenants might be medical research activities associated with
the area's hospital, engineering service opertions, data
processing, and back office opertions.
THE ARD AS A MIXED USE AND TELECOMMUNICATION CENTER
Other than the office tower component, the hotel and
the high technology uses might have marginal market
potentials in the current and the immediate future.
Two development strategies, however, can greatly
transform and improve the market presence and desirability
of the South Station ARD site and project: a well conceived
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mixed use plan and the incorporation of the intelligent
building systems within each of the use components.
A well executed mixed use development would result in
an synergy to the entire project, increasing its market
image and desirability greater than the sum of its parts.
The revenue potential for all the three uses, especially the
hotel and the high technology components, would be greatly
enhanced.
Developing the ARD as an intelligent center would
differentiate the center in the market place, offering up to
date sophisticated telecommunication systems to tenants in
the office tower, to business travelers and conferences at
the hotel, research and start-up companies and communication
operations in the high technology facility.
In an intelligent building, the tenants' electronic
workstations can be integrated with the building's
sophisticated digital communication or PBX systems, allowing
communication within the building and with the local,
national and international networks. In parallel to the
communication systems, the work stations can also be
integrated into high performance base band and broad base
band area network systems, allowing high speed data and
video communications. A satellite earth station would
permits access directly to long distance communication
systems at a reduced costs.
To implement the intellegent system within the
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building, the Developer would award a contract with an
established company such as SBS Real Estate Coomunication
Corporation ("RealCom", owned by Aetna Life & Casulty,
Comsat, and IBM), or MCC Powers (a unit of Mark Control
Syatem), which in turn would finance, install, market to the
tenants, and operate the system. The contract would
provide the building owner a participation in the profits
from the operation.
A schematic of a smart building is illustated in
Exhibit 3.12.
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Exhibit 3.1
CORPORATIONS HEADQUATERED IN GREATER BOSTON
A SELECTIVE LIST
1983 Fortune 500 Ranking
Apollo Computer, Inc.
Bank of Boston
Bank of New England Corporation
Cabot Corporation 224
Cullinet Corporation
Data General Coporation
Dennison Manufacturing 399
Digital Equipment Corporation 84
Foxoboro Company 442
The Gillette Comapny 169
John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance
Liberty Mutual Insurance Comapny
Lotus Corporation
M/A-Com 395
New England Mutual Life Insurance
New England Telephone and Telegraph Company
Polariod Corporation 256
Prime Computer, Inc. 451
Raytheon 59
Shawmut Bank
State Street Bank
Wang Laboratories 227
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Exhibit 3. 2
FINANCIAL MANAGERS HEADQUATERED IN GREATER BOSTON
A SELECTIVE LIST
Boston Company
Fidelity Investments
Putnam Management Company, Inc.
State Street Research and Management
Tucker Anthony & R L Day, Inc.
Winthrop Financial
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Exhibit 3. 3
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Exhibit 3.4
THE DOWNTOWN OFFICE MARKET
IN NINE MAJOR CITIES
Vacancy1
Rate
Mid-1984
(Percent)
BOSTON
New York
San Francisco
Chicago
Atlanta
Los Angeles
New Orleans
Denver
Houston
NATIONAL AVERAGE
3.9
6.8
7.1
10.3
14.3
15.0
20.8
23.3
26.3
10.3
Unemployment
2
Rate
Mid-1984
(Percent)
4.0
9.0
5.9
8.4
5.1
8.4
8.5
4.2
6.3
7.3
1. Only Class A office buildings in Central Business Districts.
Source: Compiled by BRA Research Department from the Office Newtwork,
Inc., "National Office Market Report", Fall/Winter 1984.
2. San Francisco metropolitan area includes Oakland.
Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Monthly rates are not seasonally adjusted.
3. Employment in services as a percent of total employment.
Private services include three categories: Transportation, communications
and public utilities; Finance, insurance, and real estate; and Business,
personal, and professional services.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis.
4. Percent of total services which are exported.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis.
Location Quotient Analysis.
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Service3
Industry
(Percent
of Total)
53.9
49.5
51.5
35.3
40.3
36.2
44.7
42.3
34.3
31.0
Services4
Exported(Percent
of Total)
40.7
28.2
26.4
3.3
13.3
15.6
24.1
15.3
2.7
NA
Exhibit 3.5
NINE MAJOR METROPOLITAN OFFICE MARKETS
Mid 1984 Vacancy Rates %
3.9%
BOSTON
6.8%
NEW YORK
7.1%
SAN FRANCISCO
10.3%
CHICAGO
14
ATLANTA
LOS ANGELES
15%
20.8%
NEW ORLEANS
23.3%
DENVER
26.3%
HOUSTON
SOURCE: BRA Research
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Exhibit 3.6
DOWNTOWN PROJECTS
SCONSTRUCTION
eOCCUPNCYDEVELOPMENT CALENDAR
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Exhibit 3.7
58
PROJECTED SUPPLY-DEMAND FOR
DOWNTOWN & BACK BAY OFFICE SPACE
Millions of Square Feet
40
39 0
38 Projected
37 New Supply
36 00
35 New
34 Supply 0
33 *
32
31
30 00
29 0 06
28 *to Projected28 gDemand
27
26
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
Vacancy 13.1% 11.3% 9.3% 10.1% 12.8% 14.4%
Prepared by Research Department, Leggat McCall & Werner, Inc.
Exhibit 3. 8
BOSTON'S OFFICE MARKET 1984 -1989
Class A Office Space
Millions of Sq Ft
26m 26M
84 85 86
59
17
Exhibit 3.9
BOSTON'S OFFICE MARKET 1984 -1989
VACANCY RATE Pecent)
14.4%
as 8W 8f 8N8
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Exhibit 3.10
South Station Transportation
Area Map and Air Rights Development
I Shawaut Bank Building 11 Restored Head House
2 First National Bank Building 12 Proposed Office Tower
3 Keystone Building 13 Proposed Hotel
4 Federal Reserve Bank Building 14 Proposed High Technology
5
6
7
B
9
10
Blue Cross Blue Shield Building
Fiduciary Trust Building
One Financial Center
Dewey Square Tower
Stone I Webster Building
USPO South Postal Annex
Wang Laboratories Building
Facility
Facility
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Exhibit 3.12
Schematic of a smart
shared building
Local TV link
Cellular
radiotelephone
links
Core cable
or fiber
system for
communication
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Shared-use
video
conferencing
center
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facsimile,
sales
-1
Radio links
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Microwave to DTS
and other local
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links
to tenants
PBX and building control
switches and computers
Links to local
telephone company
Links to other
common carriers
Links to resale
common carriers
Links to other
properties
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CHAPTER 4
PROJECT COSTS AND PRO-FORMAS
PROJECT COSTS AND PRO-FORMAS
This chapter presents the costs of construction and
indirect cost for each of the three components, together
with the the pro-forma of revenues and expenses at the
stabilized operation.
This thesis tests the initial financial feasibility of
each component against the 1985 market. 1983 constuction
and development costs were derived from known historical
data. The components were assumed to be delivered to market
in 1985, using 1985 revenue potentials and operating
expenses.
Financial feasibility was tested again the second time,
but with construction costs escalated to 1990 dollars, and
revenue potentials and operating expenses escalated to 1992
dollars. 1992 is the year that one or more of the ARD uses
can be expected to be delivered to the market. An
escalation of 6% per annum was used for the costruction
cost, the revenue potential and the operating expenses.
Escalating 5 to 7 years into the future is a risky
assumption on the part of the Developer, since the degree of
accuracy decreases with each year foracasted into the
future.
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To determine the air rights value, a cash on cash rate
of return was assumed for each of the uses. The cash on
cash rate was determined by considering the relative risk of
the use component to another location. A .50% premium was
added to each cash on cash rate used to compensate for the
loss of the residual benefits from sale or refinancing at
the end of the air rights lease when the improvements
revered back to the lessor.
To test the financial feasibility of an ARD project,
the required cash on cash return rate must be equaled or
exceeded by the pro-forma. Each of the uses at the ARD is
discussed in the following sections.
THE OFFICE COMPONENT
The development program for the office tower at South
Station ARD is a 400,000 SF first class office building,
equipped with shared telecommunication systems. 400
reserved parking spaces are assumed to be available for rent
in the public gararge to the office tenants and users.
A 1983 construction cost of $90.63 per SF, and a total
developement cost of $152.66 per SF was used for the office
component. The construction cost was escalated to $128.69
per SF in 1990, and the total development cost to $218.28
per SF. Exhibit 4.1 contains the breakdown of the 1983 and
the escalated 1990 costs.
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OFFICE PRO-FORMA
Based on interviews with several real estate and
leasing professionals, the most optimistic but achievable
asking rent would be an average of $35 per rentable SF if
the space was delivered in 1985 for leasing. $35 was
escalated to $49.70 in 1992. At One Financial Center across
Atlantic Avenue, the current asking rent is from $32 to $45
per SF.
For the office tower project at ARD, a cash on cash
return of 13.50% would be required.
Exhibit 4.2 illustrates the pro forma of the
revenues and expenses at stabilized operation in 1985 and in
1992.
In the 1985 pro-forma, a cash on cash return rate of
13.30% would be achieved. Due to the net effect of
inflation, the cash on cash return escalated to 14% if the
office tower was delivered in 1992.
If delivered in 1985, the office tower development is
marginally profitable until the tenants starts to turn over
and when the space are released or renewed in future years
at higher rents. If delivered in 1992, the office tower
could be a profitable venture, subject to project financing
and the financial projections to be presented in Chapter 5.
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AIR RIGHTS LEASE PAYMENTS FOR THE OFFICE TOWER PARCEL
For the office tower, the BRA had envisioned an annual
payment of $520,000 per year for the air right lease. (24)
The economics of the development does not support this land
value payment during the initial years of operation.
A skewed lease payment schedule will be proposed in the
Chapter 5, where the lease payments would be lower in the
earlier years and escalated to greater amounts when the
project is generating increased revenue.
THE HOTEL COMPONENT
The development program for the hotel tower at the
South Station ARD is a 350 room mid-luxury hotel, equipped
with teleconferencing capabilities and limited recreational
amenities, and marketed to traveling business people and
business groups. A business type hotel typically averages
750 gross SF per room, with 5% of its area for food and
beverage functions, and 5% of its area for meeting and
banquet functions. A 350 room hotel would contain a total
of 262,500 SF, 13,000 SF for restaurant and bar, and 13,000
SF for meeting and banquet functions. 700 reserved parking
spaces, or 1,25 per hotel room and 10 spaces per 1,000 SF of
restaurant and function areas, would be required in the
public parking facility. The parking requirement may be
reduced to 400 because the hotel can share with the parking
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needs of the office tenants. (25)
A 1983 construction cost of $87,500 per hotel room, and
a total developement cost of $125,946 per room were used.
The construction cost was escalated to $124,250 per room in
1990, and the total development cost to $180,083 per room.
Exhibit 4.3 contains the breakdown of the 1983 and the
escalated 1990 costs.
HOTEL PRO-FORMA
Based on interviews with hotel professionals, an
average room rate of $100 per night could be asked if the
the South Station ARD hotel was delivered in 1985.
Escalated to 1992, the average room rate would be $142 per
night.
A hotel development at ARD would require a cash on cash
return of 14.5%.
Exhibit 4.4 illustrates the pro forma of the revenues
and expenses at stabilized operation in 1985 and in 1992.
In 1985 pro forma, a cash on cash return of 9.97% could be
achieved. Due the relative costs of operating expenses, the
cash on cash return if the hotel was delivered in 1992
decreased to 9.95%.
At $100 per room night, the hotel development is a
marginally profitable venture to attract investors or
project financing. The hotel would require an average room
rate of $155 per night in the 1985 market, or $220 in 1992,
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to be a financially feasible venture, as presented in
Exhibit 4.5. The market would support that rate if there is
an accute shortage of new hotel rooms, thereby generating
the demand to the South station ARD, or if the South Station
ARD hotel is a special place within a vibrant mixed use
development.
HOTEL REVENUES AND EXPENSES ASSUMPTIONS
The hotel room revenues are forcasted on the basis of
the anticipated average room rate and average occupancy
levels for a new hotel.
Food revenues include income derived from sales of food
and nonalcoholic beverages, including banquets, but
excluding employee meals. The projections were based on
both in-house and transient utilization of the hotel's food
and beverage facilities. Food revenues are assumed to be
approximately 42% of room revenues.
The percentage used, and those following, are industry
averages.
The beverage revenues include income derived from the
sales of all alcoholic beverages, and are assumed to be
40% of the food sales.
The other sources of revenues includes: public room
reveneues, which are assumed to be 1% of room sales;
telephone revenues and hotel concession shops.
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Room department expenses include payroll and related
costs. Other operating expenses include travel agents'
commissions, linen, laundry services, paper supplies, guest
supplies, and other expenses directly related to the rooms
department. Rooms department expenses are assumed to be
20% of the room revenues.
Food and beverage department expenses include the cost
of the food and beverage served to guests, payroll and
related costs. Other expenses include replacement costs for
china, glassware, silver and line , cleaning and paper
supplies, kitchen fuel, uniforms, and other expenses
directly related to the food and beverage department. Food,
beverage and public rooms department expenses are assumed to
be 85% of total revenues from food, beverage, and public
rooms revenues.
Beverage department expenses are assumed to be 58% of
the revenues from the sales of alcoholic beverages.
Administrative, general, payroll and related expenses
include projected payroll and related overhead expenses for
the administrative staff. Other expenses include bad debts,
credit card commissions, legal and accounting fees, and
miscellaneous administrative costs. These expenses are
assumed to be 6.5 % of total revenue.
Base hotel management fee is assumed to be 4% of the
room revenues. The incentive is assumed to be 10% of cash
flow from operation before insurance and taxes, replacement
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reserve for fixed assets, and debt service.
A franchise fee to the hotel chain is assumed to be 4%
of room revenues.
An marketing, advertising and promotional budget of
3.5% of total revenue is assumed.
Energy costs including expenses for electricity, heating,
fuel, water, waste removal and related overhead expenses are
assumed to be 4% of total revenue.
Property operation and maintenance expenses also
include staffing requirements for the property operation and
maintenance staff, and related overhead costs. Other
property and maintenance expenses include those expenses
allocated for furniture, decoration, painting, decorating
and repairs of building and equipment. These expenses are
assumed to be 7% of the total revenue.
Insurance and real estate taxes are assumed to be 4.5%
of total revenue.
The percentages assumed for the above are derived from
industry figures. The consolidation of the above expenses
represent 65% of the total hotel reveunes from all sources.
AIR RIGHT LEASE PAYMENTS FOR THE HOTEL PARCEL
For the hotel tower, the BRA had envisioned an annual
payment of $690,000 for the air right lease based on the 600
room convention hotel. (24) The economics of the
development at $100 room rent per night cannot support any
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land value payment. An average room rate of $155 per night
in the 1985 market, or $220 in 1992, would be required to
justify an air rights lease payment envisioned by the BRA.
ALTERNATE OFFICE USE ON THE HOTEL PARCEL
Even with the successful leasing of the office tower at
the ARD, the market potential of a hotel at this fringe
location is judged to be unpredictable. Therefore, the
developer would incorporate in the master plan a second
400,000 SF office tower developemnt program as an alternate
use on the hotel air rights parcel.
THE HIGH TECHNOLOGY COMPONENT
The development program for the high technology
facility at the South Station ARD is a 250,000 SF facility
starting at Air Right Level 6 above street grade.
The facility program would be flexible for high
technology, research and development, engineering, back
office, and/or data processing operations and tenants.
A parking ratio of 1 parking space per 1000 SF of
tenant space is recommended as an on site amenity in the
parking garage to attract tenants.
A 1983/4 construction cost of $69.00 per SF, and a
total developement cost of $100.59 per SF was used for the
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high technology component. The construction cost was
escalated to $97.98 per SF in 1990/1, and a total
development cost to $143.51 per SF. project cost.
Exhibit 4.6 contains the breakdown of the 1983/4 and the
escalated 1990/1 costs.
HIGH TECHNOLOGY PRO-FORMA
The high technology component at the South Station ARD
would ask an average of $12.00 per SF, on a net net basis,
in 1985 dollars, in order to compete for tenants. The $12
would escalate to $17.00 in 1992.
A cash on cash return of 14.00% would be required for
the high technology facility.
Exhibit 4.7 contains the pro-forma of revenues and
expenses at stabilized operation in 1985 and in 1992.
illustrates that based on the economic value, the air right
In the 1985 pro forma, a cash on cash return of 9.98%
could be achieved. Even with the net effect of inflation,
the cash on cash escalated to only 10.00% if the facility
eas delivered in 1992.
The high technology facility is a marginally feasible
development because of the high cost of construction in a
central city location, and the insufficient revenue
potential to financially support the expenses.
Similar to the hotel parcel, the Developer would
incorporate into the master plan an alternate program for
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a moderate office for the high technology parcel should
there be insufficient market demand and revenue potential
when the first two air rights parcels are developed.
AIR RIGHT LEASE PAYMENTS FOR THE HIGH TECHNOLOGY PARCEL
The BRA envisioned an annual payment of $81,000 for the
air right lease. (24) Based on the $12.00 rent in the 1985
market, the economics of the high technology development can
not support any land value payment. To justified the air
rights lease payment, a market rent of $17.00 would be
required in the 1985 market, as illustrated in Exhibit 4.8.
DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE
As a result of the market assessment and the financial
feasibility analyses, the development schedule as contained
in Exhibit 2.1 needs to be periodically reviewed in light of
the analyses for each of the three ARD uses. A best and a
worst case scenario would be studied for the three
components.
ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY AND AIR RIGHTS VALUE
The economic feasibility for the ARD office development
is greater in 1992 than in 1985, due primarily to the the
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net effect of inflation on the revenue escalation. The
economic feasibility for the hotel and the high technology
facility are still questionable in 1992, even with the
effect of inflation.
The financial feasibility presented in this chapter is
a time static analysis. The next phase in determining the
financing feasibility for each of the development components
will be presented in Chapter 5. Time series and discounted
cash flow analysis are used to demonstrate potential returns
on investments, i.e profitability, to financing and
investing interests, in order to secure project financing.
Based on the foregoing pro-formas, the value of the air
rights, given the revenue potentials and the project costs,
are significantly less those envisioned by the BRA. As the
office project develops in 1990, the factor of inflation
increased air rights value from that in 1985. As for the
hotel and the high technology facility, an economic value to
the air rights can not be justified in 1990. Developing the
hotel and the high technology sites for office use would be
an alternative to generate a positive value in the air
rights parcels.
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Exhibit 4. 1
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SOUTH STATION AND OFFICE TONER
EXHIBIT I PROJECT EVELOPENY COSTS
MEA SUMMRY
BRESS ANEA
EFFICIENCY FACTOR
NET RENTABLE M A
lET RETAIL ANEA
PARKINO SPACES
TOTAL GROSS MEA
TOTAL NET RENTABLE AREA
PROJECT DEVELOPMENT COSTS
CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Shell, Core, Cosmoe Areas
Site Preparation
Premium or Other Costs
Tenant lIprovemets
Retail Tenut leprovements
Parking
Sul TOTAL - CONSTRUCTION
INDIRECT DEVELOPRENT COSTS O
If lage Construction Cost
ArchitecturallEngineering
PermitsLiceases,Surveys,Tests
Legal and Accounting
Insurance
Advertising ad Narketinq
Leasing Commission
(AssuominN 5a. 5 Yr lea l)
Real Estate Taxes
Lend Lease
Construction Nanageuent Fee
Development Ma agement Fee
Norking Capital, Contingencies
A lage Construction Cost
Leasing Incentives
MI Deficit Provision
Long Term Financing Fee, Rn.
Construction Years
Coostractn Loan Interest Rate
Average Outstand Balance
Costruction Interest + Fee N
SUB TOTAL - INRIRECT
LAW COST IF KM
Calulated Land Residual Value
Land Presiuu if Paid
SUB TOTAL - LAN
TOTAL PROJECT DEVELOPNENT COST
CONSTRUCTION LOA , I OF TOTAL COST
EQUITY REOUIRED
1903/4 N
UITS
65F 400,000
1 85.001
WA 340,000
NRA-R
Spaces
6SF 400,000
WA 340,000
UITS OFFICE
1/6SF 70.00
N/6SF
6SF 10.00
S/NA 12.50
0/NA-N
A/Space
1990/1 1
400,000
85.001
340,000
400,000
340,000
1/6SF 0 TOTAL OFFICE
99.40
0.00
14.20
17.75
0.00
0.00
36,250,000 90.63 59.361 51,475,000 128.69
IT COST
0.001
10.001 3,625,000
1.501 543,750
2.001 725,000
1.001 362,500
1.000 362,500
3.500 1,190,000
492,000 492,000
260,000 260,000
3.001 1,087,500
3.001 1,087,500
5.001 1,812,500
10.00 3,400,000
10.00 3,400,000
1.001 611,000
1.50
14.000
0.50
1.001 5,B54,941
24,814,191
(921,949)
921,949
0
61,044,191
80.001 41,851,353
12,212,38
9.04
1.36
1. 1
0.91
0.91
2.9
1.23
0.65
2.72
2.72
4.53
8.50
9.50
1.53
5,147,500
772,125
1,029,500
514,750
514,750
1.951 1,69,800
0.81 698,440
0.431 369,200
1,544,250
1,544,250
2,573,750
5.571 4,821,000
5.570 4,920,000
873,500
15.001
12.87
1.93
2.57
1.29
1.29
4.22
1.75
0.92
3.86
3.96
6.43
12.07
12.07
2.18
14.64 9.591 8,908,543 22.27
62.04 40.641 35,836,558 89.59
2.30
0.00
152.66
3,241,776
1.511 0 0.00
0.001 0 0.00
100.001 97,311,558 210.28
69,849,244
17,462,312
1.42 INFLATION FACTOR
COSTS DEDUCTILE I OR O09ER ------------------------- >
$/6SF 0 TOTAL CONSTRUCT. YR A YEAR LEASE TEES 5 YRS 10 YRS LOAN TERN BASIS
58.9%
1.941
0. 00
0.421
5.531
5.531
10.201
41.040
0.001
0.000
100.001
1,689,800
1,029,500
514,750
514,750
369,200
1,544,250
1,544,250
0 51,475,000
Cx
Al"
498,40
873,500
8,908,543
0 0 1,609,800 5,516,700 9,607,183 873,500 18,149,375
0 0 1,689,800 5,516,700 9,607,183 973,500 69,624,375
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SOUTH STATION ARD HIGH TECHNOLOGY FACILITY
EIHNIT t PROFORNA OF REVENES I EXPENSES I TABLIZED OPERATION
REVENUE SOURCES UNITS 1985 N
GROSS POTENTIAL $/SF NRA/YR 12.00
GRSS POTENTIAL RETAIL S/SF NRA-R/YR
BROSS POTENTIAL PUKING /Space/YR
VACANCY FACTO 1 5.00%
EFFECTIVE GROSS POTENTIAL $/YR 2,%5,000
OPERATING EXPE SES
OFFICE N/SF NRA/YR Net
RETAIL A/SF EA-Ry VA
PARKINI /SpacelYR
TOTAL IYR 0
REAL ESTATE AXES
OFFICE /SF NRA/YR Net
RETAIL A/SF NA-R/YR
PARKING /Space/YR
TOTAL NIR 0
NUSIM LINAGE PAYRENT
OFFICE S/F MAYR 0.25
RETAIL N/SF NRA-RIYR
0 PAKSN /Space/YR
TOTAL A/yR 56,250
US FOE LAR & RBET SERVICE A/YR 2,501,750
TOTAL PROJECT NEELOPPENT COST N/YR 25,146,440
CASN ON CAIN RETUN q.9NO
LAD RESIUAL CALCKATION
I Before Land A Neit Serv. N/YR 2,50N,750
Cash u Cash Retere Required 14.001
Project Value N 17,919,643
Project Cost (less Lai A 25,146,460
RESIDAL IAD VALUE N 17,226,017)
Land Cost if Keoe n 0
Lad Preaie if Paid A 7,226,817
ANAL LM LEASE IF KENN 81,000
I Retarn en Residual Lend Value ER
CASH IN CASH RETUN AFTER LAR LEASE 9.651
LAD LEASE CALCULATION
Rate of Return Proposed
Annual Lend Least Justified
CASH IN CASH RETURN AFTER LAN LEASE
10.00%
0
1992 A
17.04
0.00
0.00
5.001
3,642,300
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.25
0.00
0.00
56,250
3,506,050
35,070,403
10.001
3,566,050
14.001
25,614,643
35,878,403
(10,263,7601
0
10,263,760
01,00
ERR
9.771
1.42 INFLATION FACTO
Cj
NOTE: An ERA indicates no coapatation uas possible.
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CHAPTER 5
FINANCING STRATEGIES AND STRUCTURING
FINANCING RISKS
A critical phase in the South Station ARD that the
Developer must properly manage is the project financing.
A long time frame of 24 months before the closing of project
financing is expected for the ARD. The inaccuracy in
forcasting inflation in construction costs and revenue
potential, an ever dynamic financial market, the lack of
long term interest rate stability, increasing construction
costs, access to resources to fund the operating deficits
during the initial years of a real estate project are
several factors that would compel the Developer to form a
financial partnership with a major institutional investor
("Investor") which would provide the financal stability and
long term investment commitment to the ARD. The Investor
would typically be a pension fund.
Based on the project costs and pro-formas presented in
Chapter 4 for each of the three use components, this chapter
discusses a realistic strategy, and the related issues, of
negotiating the finanical partnership with an Investor, also
popularly known as a joint venture, to develope the ARD.
The financing structuring, together with the financial
projections, for each of the ARD uses will be discussed
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later in the chapter.
THE INVESTOR AS A PARTNER
The Developer would organize a separate limited
partnership for each of the three development components
when it has secured the developer designation.
The Developer will grant to the Investor the right to
be admitted as an additional, but equal, general partner and
also as an additional, but equal, limited partner to each of
the limited partnership when the Investor funds its equity
requirement at the closing of the construction financing for
any one of the component. The participation as a general
partner as well as a limited partner permits a flexibility
at a later date to transfer interest in one or both
catagories.
General partners have the right to actively manage the
operation of the business for the limited partnership, and
have unlimited financial liability exposure if the business
should fail. The limited partners are passive investors,
and their financial liability are limited to their
investment.
An Investor may elect to fund a real estate
development, separately as an equity partner and as a
mortgagee. As an equity partner, the Investor would be
allocated an interest in the operating cash flow after all
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expenses, and residual benefit from sale or refinancing.
Passive revenue, such as that from a real estate operation,
received by a pension fund is exempt from federal taxation;
the tax shelter benefits from the real estate investment is
of no benefit to the Investor.
The Investor may invest as a partner, iiregardless if
it is also the mortgagee or if the property is debt financed
with another lender.
ALLOCATION OF ECONOMIC INTERESTS
In a limited partnership vehicle, it is legal to
allocate separately the components of economic benefits,
within limitations imposed by the IRS, generated from the
ownership of real estate properties.
Prof.its and Losses (i.e. taxable income) are accounting
concepts that is independent of any allocation of cash
generate from the venture. Income tax credits such as the
investment credits must be allocated among the partners at
the same rates as the profits and losses (taxable income)
allocation. A loss (i.e. a negative taxble income) is a tax
benefit that can be used to offset a partner's tax
liabilities from other revenues. Problems with the IRS
arise when profits are allocated to the partners in
different ratios than losses, and when profit and loss
allocations change during the term of the partnership.
Under current IRS rules, cash flow after all expenses
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and debt service payments (as opposed to taxable income) may
be allocated among the partners independent of the taxable
income allocation, and the allocation may change during the
term of ther partnership.
The third source of economic benefits from real estate
venture is the residual benefits from refinancing the
property in an amount greater than existing financing, from
the sale of the property, or from condemnation and casualty
losses. The allocation of residual benefits may also be
independent of the other benefit allocations.
When an Investor is also the mortgagee, the partnership
agreement would provide a priority in the repayment of the
mortgagee's investment on sale or refinancing prior to
distribution of residual benefits to the equity holders.
OTHER KEY ISSUES IN A JOINT VENTURE
The major area of a joint venture negotiation and
agreement involves: security interest, contribution of
initial capital, contribution of additional capital, return
of capital, rate of return on investment; compensation to
the Developer; performance standards and guarantees by each
of the venturers; allocation of economic risks; allocation
of economic benefits; management and control of the venture;
settlement of disputes; and buyout arrangement. (26) (27)
(28) (29) (30)
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SECURITY INTEREST
If the Investor is also funding the debt financing for
the project, it would be granted a security interest (a
mortgage) in the project. The Developer would negotiate
that the partnership be able to increase the amount of the
senior debt, or add a junior debt without the consent of the
mortgagee if the economics of the project can support the
additional debt. The Developer at a later date may require
access to its partnership interest to raise additional
capital.
A mortgagee may insist on retaining the rights to
approve project design, selection of architects and
contractors, leasing and property agents, tenants and lease
terms, and thereby exercise significant control over the
development. A mortgagee can also exercise control over the
transfer of the project with mortgage provisions that
restrict loan prepayment, junior financing, and due-on-
transfer clauses. The Developer must negotiate a clear
limitation of control over the development and the operation
by the mortgagee.
INITIAL CAPITAL CONTRIBUTION
The Developer would typically fund all the risk capital
to secure the right to build the ARD, costs which would
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include: legal services, master planning, environmental
and engineering studies, market studies and project
admininistration. It is the objective for the Developer to
recover all its risk capital incurred at the closing of the
construction financing for the first component,
simultaneously with the closing of the partnership
agreement. The difference between the total project cost
and the net amount of the construction loan is the equity
capital to be contributed by the Developer and the Investor.
The Developer would negotiate a loan from the Investor
to fund the Developer's equity amount, such amount to be
credited to the Developer's capital account. The Developer
would therefore increase its financial leverage with no or
minium equity in the project. The Developer would seek to
have the loan's interest payment would be a preferred claim
against the project's cash flow if cash flow is available,
and not be accrued with additional interest against future
cash flow and residual benefits. Cash flow and residual
benefits are distributed in accordance to the allocation of
the project's economic benefits only after all partner's
preferred claims are paid.
In a limited partnership venture with individual
investors, it is the Developer's objective to secure all the
equity funds from the investors. The equity capital would
also be a preferred claim against the project's residual
benefit before distribution.
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The Developer would negotiate a commitment from the
Investor to fund a 5 year construction loan at the pro-forma
interest rate when pre-leasing commitment has achieved an
agreed level. A construction loan may be secured from a
third party lender if a interest rate is lower than the pro-
forma interest rate. In addition, the Developer would
negotiate a stand-by commitment from the same Investor to
fund the long term financing without additional leasing
commitments if financing can not be secured at the pro-forma
interest rate from a third party long term lender. All long
term financing would be on a non-recourse basis, i.e. the
lender has security only on the property and no recourse
against the mortgagee. When the project has achieved
stabilized operation, and when interest rates are more
competitive, the Investor's loan to the project would be
refinanced.
The Developer would be concerned that the promised
funds will be advanced when and as needed. If the funding
is to be staged, the Developer must verify that the Investor
will have the funds for the venture when they are needed.
The Developer must negotiate the conditions under which the
Investor may withhold funding, and the remedies in event of
default by the Investor, both self-help remedies (such as
the right of the Developer to advance or to borrow the
needed funds and charge it to the Investor's interest), and
the ultimate remedy (such as permanent dilution or sale of
the investor's interest). Noninstitutional or inexperienced
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investors would be required to secure their obligations to
fund the venture by delivering a letter of credit, by
escrowing the funds, or by depositing all the funds with the
venture on the closing date.
ADDITIONAL CAPITAL CONTRIBUTION
In the South Station ARD, as in most real estate
development ventures, there is always the need for
additional capital, whether dued to cost overruns,
contingencies, extra tenant installations, or operating
deficits. If the Developer can not fund its allocation of
the additional capital along with the Investor, the
Developer's partership interest is diluted in favor of the
Investor in accordance to pre-agreed formula. It is
conceivable that the Developer's partnership interest can be
diluted completely. Some institutional investors may loan
additional equity capital contribution to the Developer, at
a fixed terms or a floating terms loan with a due date. The
loan would bear interest, and be secured by a lien against
the Developer partnership interest and allocation of
benefits in the project and other properties in aggregate
market not less than the loan amount.
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RETURN OF CAPITAL TO THE INVESTOR
The recovery of invested capital is the initial primary
concern to the Investor. The sources of financial return
from an operating property are: cash fow after all expenses
and debt service, tax benefits from legitimate tax deduction
and depreciation if the investors are individuals, residual
benefits from proceeds at refinancing of the property or at
sale.
RETURN ON INVESTMENT TO INVESTOR
An Investor participating as a development partner in a
real estate venture has a target objective of 18% Internal
Rate of Return based on before tax benefits ("BTIRR"), which
is equivalent to 600 basis points above long term U. S.
treasury debts. (30)
The Developer, however, would not guarantee any of the
returns to the Investor. The financial projections must
demonatrate that such an return on investment objective
could be realistically achieved. The Investor would be
allocated a partnership interest, which is simply a priority
right to receive any available benefits after preferred
claims, to produce the investment returns.
If the Investor also funds the long term financing,
secured by a mortgage on the property, the interest payments
should be accounted as a priority return on the total
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invested capital. The balance of the returns would come
from a participation of an increase in the revenue, before
tax cash flow, and or proceeds from refinancing or sale.
It is the Developer's objective to retain 50%
partnership interest in the venture, and be allocated 50% of
the cash flow, tax shelter benefits, and residual benefit
after all loans and accrued interest payment due the
Investor are settled.
COMPENSATING THE DEVELOPER PARTNER
In addition to an allocation of a partnership interest
in the ownership of the venture, the Developer would be
negotiating to be compensated with various types of service
contracts, such as project development, construction
management, marketing and leasing, and property management
at the South Station ARD. These various service contracts
may permit the Developer to subcontract out its routine
duties, subject to approval by the partnership. The
compensation may consist of a base fee and an incentive or
bonus fee tied to the venture's performance. The various
service contracts are revenue or profit centers to the
Developer. When these service contracts serve to equalize
interests with the Investor (where the Investor has claimed
a disproportionate share of the venture partnership), the
IRS may recharacterize the interest to the Developer as
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ordinary income.
The Developer would negotiate that its fees not be
deferred or subordinated to its capital contributions. The
incentive or bonus fees, however, may be subordinated to the
payment of a defined return to the investor partner, or may
be carried to future years.
MANAGEMENT OF A JOINT VENTURE
It is critical for the Developer to negotiate the major
decisions that would require the agreement of the venture
partners. Typical of the major decisions are selection of
project consultants and professionals (such as lawyers,
accountants, architects, and contractors); approval of
contract agreements (such as construction, brokerage, and
property management); approval of tenant leases that deviate
from the agreed pro-forma (such as tenant participation in
the venture's equity, extra tenant installation, longer
lease term, larger lease area); approval of any financing
and sale on the project; and approval of any agreement with
any party that is affilated with a venture partner. Once
the major issues have be defined, all other decisions can be
considered as administrative. The Developer may be
delegated the responsibilities to sign checks, leases, and
perform the administrative functions. A system of periodic
reporting system must be established to account for the
finance and all significant activities of the venture.
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PERFORMANCE OF INVESTOR FUNDING
The Developer must negotiate the performance from the
Investor to be unconditional, or conditional only upon
certain critical and well defined default conditions on the
part of the Developer or upon default conditions of other
aspect of the venture. The reason for the Investor's
unconditonal performance is that the venture's funding may
be tied to commitments of third party mortgage lender who
will not proceed unless the Investor's funding commitment is
a secure one. The Developer may have an obligation to a
third party, such as a guarantee of completion to a
construction lender, and is dependent upon the timely
contributions of the investor to avoid default under that
guarantee. The Investor must not be in a position to
withold performance merely because of a technical oe
insignificant default by the Developer.
CONSTRUCTION GUARANTEES BY DEVELOPER PARTNER
An investor typically will require the Developer to
guarantee the timely completion on construction, and
payments of all project cost and expenses until the
completion date. The principal issues are : what
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constitutes completion, and what costs do the Developer
guarantees to pay. In order to define completion, there
must be a quality set of plans and specifications that
details the scope of the project and what elements are
within the scope of the guarantee. Tenant finishes and
improvements are generally not included within the
guarantee. The current fast track construction method,
where construction proceed under a Guaranteed Maximum Price
from a general contractor based on a less than completed
plans and specifications, requires flexibilty on the part of
the investor as to the definition of project budget and
completion. Completion is defined to be completed deemed
completed upon issuance of all final certificates of
occupancy and government approvals. Extra costs incurred in
design changes that were decided upon by both partners must
be adjusted to guarantee of completion, both as cost and
schedule. As to the guarantee of payment of project costs,
the Developer should negotiate those costs to be the base
construction contact costs, excluding development costs such
as construction loan interest, real estate taxes,
architect's fee, legal and accounting, unexpected site
preparation costs, design changes to owner's or tenant's
requests, and uncontrolable contruction delays. The payment
guarantee would remain in effect until all costs covered
have been paid. When the Developer grants the above
guarantees, it must be allowed to excercise the controls and
to make the decisions to perform on the guarantees. The
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investor must not have the sole right to initiate and/or
approve design changes.
LEASE UP GUARANTEE BY DEVELOPER PARTNER
The Investor, especially a passive one, may require the
Developer to guarantee against any operating deficit during
the lease up period. There are various forms of this
guarantee. At the extreme, the development/operating
partner net lease the entire project intially. A Developer
may agree to contribute a certain amount of additonal funds
to carry the venture. If the Developer is required to
provide this guarantee, it must negotiate that the investor
does not have the right to approve all leases.
SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES
Disputes and disagreements are inevitable in any
joint venture, especially when a venture is experiencing
difficulties and possible failures. Disputes may be
resolved by arbitration, pursuant to an arbitration clause
in the agreement, or by litigation, or by a buy out of one
partner by the other, pursuant to a buy out provision in the
agreement, or by a forced sale of the property. The
partners may elect arbitration as a remedy to settle certain
defined issues, and elect litigation for the settlement of
other disputes. The primary advantages of arbitration are:
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a lower cost than litigation, a shorter time period to
settle the disputes, finality of the arbitrtor's decision,
and a trial of the issues before a panel of arbitrators
knowledgable of real estate industry. When a Developer has
multiple contracts with the venture, the election of
arbitration can render a definite answer if the dispute in
one area will have an effect on the other contracts.
Another provision for the settlement of dispute is the
buy out of one partner by the other. A buy out method can
be inequitable in favor of the weathier investor, unless the
Developer can raise the funds from another investor, and if
the buy out price is economically feasible. A typical buy out
provision would be triggered when the offeror mades a offer
to buy the project at a stated price. If the offeree
accepts the offer, it would purchase the property at the
stated price. If the offeree do not respond, then the
offerer would be the buyer.
A final remedy to dispute resolution is a forced sale
to an unrelated third party.
DETERMINATION OF MARKET VALUE
An accepted method in determining the market value of the
venture for a buyout or a forced sale is for each partner to
select an appraiser. Both appraisers in turn will select
a third appraiser. The three appraisers each will determine
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the market value of the real estate venture. The fair market
value wil be determined by a simple averaging of the two
appraisals with the least difference in value. A partner's
interest shall than be determined in proportion to the
allocation of partnership and economic benefits provisions
contained in the partnership agreement to the approved
appraised sale value.
ASSUMPTIONS ON THE FINANICAL STRUCTURINGS
The development of the three use component comprising
of the ARD will proceed separately and independently over a
course of a 6 year construction timetable, given the market
assessment and the financial feasibility analyses for each
use.
The office tower would be developed first, followed by
the hotel, if a hotel is financially feasible by then or by
an alternate office tower of same size as the first. The
final component would be the high technology facility. Each
component would require a different financing structuring.
For analysis purpose, the financial projections for
each of the three components are forcasted for the same 1992
delivery date to the market. Forcasting inflation rate
beyond that would produce any meaningful data.
The after tax benefits were based on the proposed
changes to the tax codes, "Fundamental Tax Simplification
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and Reform", November 1984. The marginal tax bracket for the
investors is assumed at 35%. The capital gains tax rate is
assumed at 35%. A property's basis would be depreciated on
a straight line basis over 63 years. The hotel's FF&E
property would be depreciated over a straight line basis
over 17 years. Start up expenses, including advertising and
marketing, legal and accounting, and air rights lease
payment during construction period was deducted in equal
amount over 5 years. Real estate taxes and insurance during
construction period were deducted in equal amount over 10
years.
A time series will be used to generate the financial
projection for 16 years, and a discounted cash flow analysis
will be used to determine the Internal Rate of Returns
("IRR") if the project was to be sold or refinanced at any
given year. (32)
A capitalization rate of 10.5% to determine the
economic value of the office tower, a 12.5% for the hotel,
and a 11.5% for the high technology. The rates were assumed
relative to comparable developments at an established
locations. (33)
Each of the financial projections partition the return
on investment at the year of sale or refinance into six
sources of returns: operating cash flow, tax benefits,
investment tax credits, loan amortization, return of equity,
and net appreciation after capital gains tax at sale. (33)
(43) The relative value of return for each source indicates
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where the returns are generated from. Investment tax credit
is generated to the owner at the year the building is put
into service, while cash flow and tax benefits are at each
operating year. The owner would benefit from the loan
amortization and return on equity only at sale or
refinancing in the future year. Net appreciation is the
most unpreditable source of future return, realized only at
sale or refinancing.
THE ARD OFFICE TOWER FINANCING STRUCTURE
The revenue potential for the ARD office tower is
$49.70 per net rentable SF in the 1992 market, escalated
from $35.00 in 1985.
For the office project, the Investor would be committed
to the development, construction financing, stand by long
term financing, and operation for the long term investment.
In the first scenario, the Developer contributes an equal
amount of the equity into the project along with the
Investor. Both would be allocated equal interest in all the
benefits. Exhibit 5.1 illustrates that over a 11 year
holding period, the Investor would earn a 20.36% BTIRR. The
Developer would earn a After Tax Net Present Value ("ATNPV")
of $3.685 million, using a discount rate of 15%.
The second scenario is preferred, where the Investor
contribute all the project equity at financing, and half of
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the additional equity required for operating deficit. The
balance would be contributed by the Developer. To achieve
the return on investment objective, the Investor requires
80% partnership interest in the venture, because the revenue
potential of the ARD office is insufficient for the
Developer to negotiate an equal interest. The Developer
would grant 80% interest to the Investor only if the
Investor would also be a general partner along with the
Developer, and share the unlimited financial risk exposure.
Exhibit 5.2 illustrates that over a 11 year holding period,
the Investor would earn a 18.21% BTIRR. The Developer would
earn an ATNPV of $5.410 million, at the same discount rate
of 15%. The primary sources of return are from annual cash
flow and net appreciation at sale.
THE ARD HOTEL FINANCING STRUCTURE
The decision to proceed with the hotel development or
with the alternate second office tower depends directly on
the revenue potential of the hotel at the South Station site
in 1992, escalated from 1985.
If room revenue can be realistically forcasted to
achieve an average of $220 per room night in the 1992
market (escalated from $142 in 1985), then the operating
hotel project could generate only a maximum of 11.25% ATIRR
to the Investor if the project is sold in year 15. Exhibit
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5.3 illustrates the returns on investment if the hotel
project is sold or refinancing at any given year. The
primary sources of return are from annual cash flow and net
appreciation at sale.
The $220 room rate had previously generated a cash on
cash return of 15.49%, greater than the 14.50% required, in
Chpater 4. When the financing structuring are incorporated
in the financial projections, however, the returns on
investment are adjusted in accordance to the allocation of
interests, and may indicate a development is not financible.
If the hotel revenue potential is forcasted to be
an average of $140 per room nights (escalated from the
$100 in 1985), and if the Developer decides to evalute
the financiability of the hotel project with 35
or less individual investors (i.e. syndicating the tax
shelter benefits), Exhibit 5.4 illustates that such an
alternative is not a feasible one. The individual investors
would contribute 100% of the equity; the Developer would
allocate 95% of the profits and losses, and 50% of the CF
and residual benefits so that the individual investors could
generate a maximum of only 5.67% IRR with the tax benefits.
The institutional Investor would withdraw, and be
compensated with a fee equal to .5% of the project cost;
its general partnership interest would transfer to the
Developer before construction starts, and its limited
partnership interest to the individual investors as each is
admitted. Because the individual investors are limited
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partners, whereby their financial risks are limited to their
capital investment, the Developer would not grant them
greater the 50% allocation in the cash flow and residual
benefits, whereby its financial risk as general partner is
unlimited.
THE ARD HIGH TECHNOLOGY FACILITY
The potential uses in the 6 story high technology
facility, as revised in a foregoing chapter, are for
research and development, data processing, and/or back
office operations. An alternate development for the site
would be a moderate quality office tower that can also
served and be marketed to the high technology operations.
If the revenue potential is forcasted to be an average
of $24 per Net Rentable Area SF (escalated from a $17 in
1985). A maximum of only 10.87% IRR with tax benefits could
be generated to individual investors, syndicated through a
limited partnership, as presented in Exhibit 5.5. The
primary source of the return is from annual cash flow. The
$24 rent had previously in Chapter 4 generated a cash on
cash required return of 14%.
If the revenue potential is an average of only $17
(escalated from $12 in 1985) the market potential, then the
facility might be developed to be 50% owned by the tenants
as indiviaual investors, as consideration for contributing
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100% of the equity capital and leasing 100% of the space.
The institutional Investor would withdraw in the same method
as described in the foregoing section. A pre-lease
commitement for 50% of the space must be secured as a
condition before construction starts. Exhibit 5.6
illustates the retuns to the tenants investors if sale or
refinancing is elected in any year. An IRR of 8.45% with
tax benefits would be generated to the investors if the
project is sold at the end of 12 years. The primary source
of the return is the return of the equity capital at sale.
AIR RIGHTS DEVELOPMEMT
A closing issue pertaining to the financing of
leasehold development is the subject of subordination, of
which the ARD development at the BRA air rights is a legal
equivalent. The Developer must negotiate with the BRA
several provisions pertinent to securing project financing
for the leasehold improvements at the South Station ARD.
The Investor, either as a mortgagee or as an equity
partner, would require the subordination of the property fee
to the project financing. If the subordination is not
available as in the case of an air rights development, the
Investor would require several measures to protect its
economic interest in the development and the project in
event of default by the lessee: simultaneous transmittal of
notice of default to Investor by lessor; rights by Investor
105
to cure default; rights by Investor to succeed to all the
lessee's rights under the original lease for the unexpired
term; and rights by Investor to assign or sublet the lease
to another developer.
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CHAPTER 6
REGULATORY APPROVAL PROCESS
THE RIGHT TO BUILD
This thesis assumes that the Developer has been awarded
the developer designation for the South Station ARD from the
BRA. The developer designation is a legal equivalent to an
option to lease a real property so that the Developer can
develop a leasehold improvement. The designation does not
constitute a legal right to build the improvements. To
secure the legal right to build (i.e. the right to be
granted a building permit), the Developer must secure in
advance an approval for the master plan for the South
Station ARD from the city (in conconjuction with a proper
rezoning for the site), environmental clearances from the
state, architectural design approvals by the city, and an
aggrement on the air rights lease.
The Developer would proceed with the master planninmg
phase and the various regulatory processes with the city,
state, and federal government (if required), simultaneously
since they are all interrelated.
The results from the assessment of the market potential
and the financial feasibility analyses of each ARD uses
would set the direction for the master planning phase. The
master planning phase would define and refine the scope of
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the entire development, its density, the individual uses,
the functional integretion of the uses, the vehicular and
pedestrian circulation, the physical massing, and site
planning, all of which would be subject to the regulatory
review and approval processes.
The Developer is at full financial risk during this
phase of the project.
This chapter discusses the several significant
regulatory processes that determinine if the proposed South
Station ARD may be built, at what density, an indirectly
when. The ARD would be suject, but not necessarily limited,
to state environmental regulations, federal environmental
regulations if federal funding for any of the ARD components
is invloved, and city zoning and development procedures.
STATE ENVIRNOMENTAL COMPLIANCE
The state's Masschusetts Environmental Protection
Agency ("MEPA") requires that persons seeking a state
permit, order, or other action for a private project that
may result in significant environmental damage must first
submit an environmental impact report ("EIR") to the
Secretary (the "Secretary") of the Executive Office of
Environmental Affairs ("EOEA") for consideration of the
impact of the project. (35) For any project which must be
reviewed under MEPA, an Environmental Notification Form
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("ENF") must initially be filed with the EOEA, all
participating agencies and designated entities. A "scoping
hearing" is then held to receive comments from the public
agencies and public interest groups, and to identify the
significant envirnomental issues. The Secretary is then
required to issue a certificate stating whether or not an
EIR is required for the project, and what issues the EIR
must addressed.
One of the issues that the Secretary must address is
whether the proposed air rights development, other than the
parking facility contained in the 1978 EIR for the South
Station Transportation Center, can be an reviewed as
admendment with a Notice of Project Change, or a new and
separate EIR would be required.
A proposed development may be exempted from the ENF and
EIR requirements by the Secretary if a project does not
require any permit, subsidy, license, approval, funding.
guarantee or insurance action, or any other major action by
an agency of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts other than a
sewer connection permit from the Massachusetts Division of
Water Pollution Control, and if a project is not a
categorically included one (36), is not located in any
designated area of critical environmental concern, and is
not a Class D project requiring alteration of 10 or more
acres of land (37). A catagorically included project
includes one that: is 300 feet or greater in height,
provides 1000 or more parking spaces, increases current
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vehicular traffic impact by 10% or more, contains 500,000 SF
or maore of nonresidential floor area, contains 350 or more
of residential units, and/or requires 100,000 gallons or
more of water from a public source.
A special procedure may be established by the Secretary
of Environmental Affairs for major and complicated projects.
(38) (39) A special procedure was established for the
Copley Place development in Boston (EOEA Number 03074) which
coordinated the all the environmental and historical issues
to be reviewed and addressed. A special procedure should be
utilized for the South Station air rights development.
In the case of the South Station property, The Wetland
Protection Act applies to certain work in or within 100 feet
of defined envirnomentally sensative area, such as a natural
body of water as the Fort Point Channel. (40) If the air
rights developments do not discharge water run off directly
into the Fort Point Channel 100 feet away, the Boston
Conservation Commission should administratively find the air
rights development is not significant to the interest
identified by the Act. If the Commission, however,
determines that the work may cause significant impact to the
environmental sensative area, an Order of Conditions must be
applied for, together with the submission of detailed
engineering plans and construction methods to protect the
environmental sensative areas, and review of the proposed
work at public hearings.
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The South Station air rights developments abutts the
designated historically South Station headhouse, and abutts
but not within the designated historic Leather District, and
therefore is not subject to the Historic District Act. (41)
The Historic Distric Act imposes certain requirements to
alteration of physical properties within areas designated as
historic districts. Chapter 152, which further regulate
historic preservation sites does apply to the ARD. (42)
Chapter 152 defined an adverse effect as "the isolation or
alteration of a site's surrounding environment; the
introduction of visual, audible or atmospheric elements that
are out of character with the site or alter its setting."
Site is defined to be " any building, structure, district or
area ..that is one hundred and fifty years old or more and
significant in the history, archeology, architecture or
culture of the nation, the commonwealth or its communities
as determined" by the local historical commission. A review
and design changes may therefore be required by the
Massachusetts Historic Commission for the South Station air
rights development. This process may also trigger the MEPA
process, and therefore should be undertaken in conjunction
with that MEPA process.
The Clean Air Act empowers the Massachusetts Department
of Environmental Quality Engineering ("DEQE") to adopt
regulations to prevent pollution or contamination of the
atmosphere. (43) There will be extensive exhaust fans
ventilating the rail and bus terminals, and the parking
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facilities, all to be constructed by the public authority.
Depending on concerns expressed by the community and other
public interest groups, DEQE may required public hearings to
review and approve the plans, specifications, proposed
maintenance procedures.
The Clean Water Act empowers the Division of Water
Pollution Control ("DWPC") within the DEQE to adopt
standards of minium water quality and to prescribe effluent
limitations, and establish permit programs and procedures
applicable to the management and disposal of pollutants.
(44) The tie in of new or existing sewer connections for
discharges which represent an increase or change from
existing use, and are in excess of 2,000 gallon daily
requires a sewer connection permit from DWPC. (45) (46) An
approval of grease traps is required from MDC to remove
grease from the water run off discharge into the MDC storm
drainage system. (47)
The South station property is also within the
jurisdiction of the Metropolitan District Commission
("MDC"). (48) The air rights developments will discharge
waste into the Boston sewer system which is a tributary to
the MDC sewerage system. MDC regulations requires
"industrial users" to obtain a permit from the MDC before
discharging sewerage into any of its tributary system.
Industrial user is defined by the MDC regulations to be any
user identified in specific devisions of the "Standard
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Industrial Classification Manual" of the U.S. Office of
Management and Budget. If a project contains non-
residential uses, then a sewerage permit from the MDC is
required, jointly with a permit from the city. (49) (50)
Based on the foregoing discussion the proposed ARD
project would require a separate and a new EIR. The ARD is
a catagorically included project, and it is subject to the
Chapter 152 regulating historic districts.
The South Station ARD would have completed and cleared
the state environmental review process with the issuance of
a Certificate of Adequacy on the Draft EIR from the
Secretary of Environmental Affairs.
FEDERAL ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE
The Superfund Act imposes a reporting requirement on
anyone who owns or operates a facility where hazardous
waste, as defined under the Resource, Conservation and
Recovery Act, has been or is now stored, treated or
disposedof, unless the facility has a hazardous waste
facility permit or has been accorded interim status. (51)
(52) One should suspect the application of this Act at the
South Station property, where trains utilizing diesel fuels
have been operating for over 50 years. It would be prudent
for the private developer(s) of the air rights to secure
releases of liability from the property and air rights
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owners, the MBTA and the BRA respectively, for the potential
hazardous waste accumulated under the property.
If any components of the air rights development
involves major federal actions and funding that would
significantly affect the quality of the human environment,
the preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement ("EIS")
would be required. (53) The review procedures must also be
conducted in accordance with Section 106 to determine the
impacts of a federally funded project upon property and
districts included in or eligible for inclusion in the
National Register of Historic Places. (54) The
Massachusetts Historical Commission must determine if the
air rights components at South Station is of any
significance to the abutting designated historic Leather
District, a designated historic district.
The Federal Railway Administration issued a
PROGRAMMATIC ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT in June 1978
("1978 EIS") addressing the social, economic, and
envirnomental impacts of alternative concepts for South
Station and associated improvements for the site. The 1978
EIS did not address the other air rights development
proposed afterward.
The federal Clean Air Act provides for the regulation
of stationary sources of air pollutant emission. (55) If
the proposed high technology component in the air rights
development was to contain manufacturing or industrial
operations, this Act would be applicable. The rail, bus
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terminal and the parking components of the South Station
Transportation Center will have extensive exhaust fans to
ventilate those facilities, but those fans and the
structures in which they are housed can be characterized as
indirect sources. Although the fans may be outside the
scope of emission control requirements imposed by the
federal government upon stationary sources with direct
emission of air pollutants, they can be subjected to
indirect source controls imposed by state authorities or by
local governments.
The federal Clean Water Act prohibits the discharge of
pollutants, prohibited or industrial waste into U.S. waters
and their tributaries from pipes, ditches, and other point
sources except in compliance with the Act's permit and
pretreatment requirements. (56)
AMENDMENT TO URBAN RENEWAL PLAN
The original South Station Urban Renewal Plan defined
the proposed Transportation Center at South Station to
consist of a reconstructed rail terminal and affliated new
parking facility above the rail platforms, both improvements
to be publicly sponsored. (57)
To implement the South Station ARD project, the BRA
Board must determine if the proposed air rights development
of commercial uses by private sponsors over the South
Station Transportation Center constitutes a significant
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modification to the adopted Plan. A significant
modification to the Plan would require a public hearing
before the Boston City Council,a recommendation on the
adoption of the modified plan from the Council's Planning
and Development Committe, approval by the City Council, and
finally the approval by the Mayor of the City of Boston.
The plan modified by the City would then be submitted to the
Commonwealth Execuitive Office of Community and Development
("EOCD") for approval because the Plan is a closed out
urban renewal project.
ZONING VARIANCES AND SPECIAL PERMITS
The South Station site is not currently zoned for the
development of the air rights components by a private
developer. There are three procedures to apply for a zoning
change to permit the air rights development. One
alternative is to apply for relief from the current zoning
for the site in the form of variances, conditional use
permits and exceptions from the Zoning Board of Appeal.
Petitioner for relief from zoning restrictions must
demonstrate unnecessary hardship. The second alternative is
to petition the city's Zoning Commission to change the
zoning map for the area or to the text of the Zoning Code.
Zoning changes require the Mayoral approval. The BRA, also
functioning as the city planning authority, advises both the
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Zoning Board of Appeals and the Zoining Commission as to the
merits of the requests. The third alternative is to request
a special zoning designation, which would require a zoning
amendment. For project(s) within a special zoning
designation, zoning exceptions may be granted by the Board
of Appeal without the proof of hardship. A special
designation of Planned Development Area ("PDA") approach is
recommended for the South Station site. (58) PDA
designation, however, requires a several set of procedures
covering the planning, design review, and citizen review.
PLANNED DEVELOPMENT AREA
PDA designation may be obtained for a project on a site
of at least one acre. (58) For PDA designation, the BRA
must approve a development plan; the Zoning Commission must
adopt a map amendment; and the Board of Appeal must grant
exceptions to the Zoning Code. (59)
At the time of filing for PDA designation, the
developer is required to consult with abutters and community
organizations. The BRA may elect to formalize a process to
insure community participation with a contract between the
BRA and the community's advisory committee. The BRA would
set up and administer a community review process set up and
administer by the BRA to surface potential issues relating
to the project development. The BRA sets the agenda for the
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meetings. The process can be concurrent, but should be
separate from, the MEPA process.
In additon, the proposed air rights development is also
subject to the design review and approval by the BRA during
the schematic, design development, contract documents, and
construction inspection stages. (60)
The Boston Zoning Code categorizes commercial projects
containing 100,000 square feet or more as Development Impact
Projects ("DIP"). (61) Developers of DIPs are require to
make a development impact payment (also known as housing
linkage payment) to the Neighborhood Housing Trust or to
other wise contibute to the creation of low and moderate
income housing. A petition for a variance, conditional use
permit, exception or zoning map or text amendment, or a PDA
triggers the proposed project to DIP review and approval.
THE BRA REVIEW FUNCTIONS
The Zoning staff will be responsible for making a
determination as to whether deviations requested from the
applicable zoning by laws are necessary and appropriate, in
consultation with Neighbor Planning, Urban Design,
Environmental Review, Transportation, and Legal staff. The
Zoning staff will recommend to the Zoning Board of Appeals
whether or not the PDA petition, variances and/or special
permits should be granted.
The Development staff will be responsible for
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determining whether the project is financially feasible by
taking into consideration the financing terms, the terms of
the air rights lease, the cash flow projections, and any
other financial considerations. It will also be working
with the DIP committee and the Legal staff.
The Urban Design staff will be responsible for the
final approval of the Plans and Outline Specifications at
this preliminary stage, in consultation with Zoning,
Neighborhood Planning, Environmental Review, and/or Historic
Preservation staff.
The Environmental Review staff will be responsible for
determining whether the requirements of MEPA are complied
with, including a review of the Environmental Notification
Forms, in consultation with the Historic Preservation
Commission, the Landmarks Commission, the Conservation
Commission, and Neighborhood Planning.
The Transportation staff will be responsible for
assessing the adequacy of access, circulation and parking
conditions to insure optimum use of public transit, good
pedestrian connections, proper driveway locations, curb
cuts, appropriate parking, etc. Environmental and service
aspects of traffic and impacts on adjacent neighborhoods
will be assessed. Transportation staff will consult with
the traffic Liaison Committee and, if necessary, the Public
Improvement Commission.
The Legal staff will be responsible for reviewing the
application to insure that it is in compliance with the
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municipal requirements.
PARKING PERMITS
Permits to secure, construct, maintain, and store
automobiles must be applied for from several authorities.
An exemption from the parking freeze for commercial
parking spaces is required from the Boston Air Pollution
Control Commission. (62)
A permit to erect and maintain a parking structure is
required from the Boston Committee on Licenses, Public
Safety Commission. (63)
A license for the storage of flammable and/or explosive
materials is required from the Boston Committe on Licenses,
Public Safety Commission. (64)
A certificate of registration is required from the
Boston Fire Department. (64) (65)
SEWER TIE IN PERMITS
The Boston Water and Sewer Commission is responsible
for the granting of permit to connect a development to the
public water and sewer system. (66) This process is
concurrent with the building permit process.
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BUILDING PERMITS AND NOTICES
A fossil fuel utilization permit is required from DEQE
for an fossil fuel emergency generator that can generate
more than 3 million BTU per hour. (67) (68) (69)
If a proposed building is greater than 200 feet in
height, a notice to the Federal Aviation Administration is
required. (70)
The city's Public Improvement Commission ("PIC") is
responsible for the formal approval of easements, closures,
improvements, and permits which affects public rights of
ways. (71) (72)
The PIC, through the city's Public Works Department
("DPW") and Boston Traffic Commission, is responsible for
the granting of permits for new curb cuts, modification or
elimination of existing curb cuts, excavation or other
construction in any Boston public streets. (71) (72) This
process is concurrent with the Building Permit Process.
An approval of building plan and construction details
pertaining to fire safety equipments, such as fire sprinkler
systems, fire alarms, smoke alarms, escape exits, fire proof
walls, is required from the Boston Fire Department. (71)
After Developer is granted zoning variances and special
permits from the Zoning Board of Appeals, the developer
submits Final Working Plans and Specifications to the City
of Boston Building Department for the building permit. (73)
If signs, awnings, canopies, or marquee project into
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sidewalks, permits are required from the PIC, through the
city DPW. (74)
Compliance with construction noise restriction is
monitored by the Boston Air Pollution Control Commission.
(71) (75)
The architect for the project must certify that the
project has been designed in compliance with the
Architectural Barriers Board Regulations, as administer by
the Architectural Barriers Board. (76) (77) The architect
must determine is a variance from the Architectural Barriers
Board is required.
20 days before demolition, a notice to the state DEQE
is required. (78)
20 days before construction, a notice to the state DEQE
is required. (78)
24 hours before of construction, a notice to the Boston
Building Department is required. (73)
AIR RIGHTS LEASE NEGOTIATION
After designation as the developer for the air rights
development, the developer would proceed to negotiate the
economic and development control issues with the BRA, the
legal owner of the air rights.
The significant economic issues would pertain to:
developer's project financing commitments, a financiable air
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rights lease, base lease payments, commencement date for
payments, and a formula for escalating the air right lease
payment over time,.
The significant development issues would pertain to:
the right of access to the publicly sponsored components
during construction and operation of the privately sponsored
components, assignment and transfer of rights from the fee
owner, design review, project component modifications, and
project schedule.
The financial value of the air right, and its lease
payments, is a direct function of the economic value of the
development, which in turn is a function of the revenue
potential and the project costs.
From a 1983 report, the BRA envisioned a certain
air right lease apyment schedule for each of the use
components. (78) Realitic and separate payment schedules
must be negotiated with the BRA that reflects the economic
value of each component. It is very possible that the
economic value of the each uses may not support air right
lease payments in the early years of operation or in any
year of operation. Although the BRA, and the city in turn
may not collect the envisioned air right lease payment, the
ARD components will be paying a market rate real estate
taxes and a housing linkage payments as per zoning code.
As a critical part of the air rights lease negotiation,
the Developer must negotiate an agreement to lease and
operate the parking facility under the ARD to be constructed
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by the BRA and MBTA. It is critical to the marketing and
leasing of the ARD that it can offer on site parking amenity
greater than those found in other downtown developments.
1050 parking space out of the potential 1,700 spaces would
be reserved for rent to ARD tenants and users during the
regular business hours. The balance of the parking spaces
and the balance of the time would be available for rent to
the general public.
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CHAPTER 7
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The air rights development ("ARD") at the South Station
Transportation Center presents an unique opportunity for a
mixed use development above a modern mass transit
transportation center. The center is undergoing
construction by the state's MBTA, and will service 35,000
commuters forcasted to be using the rail, bus and rapid
transit facilities when completed after 1990. Included in
the transportation center plan is a 1,700 car parking
facility serving the rail and bus travelers, the needs of
the ARD and the general public.
The BRA owns approximately 5.5 acres of air rights
above the transportation center. The BRA will lease their
development rights to a private developer ("Developer"),
awarded through an Request for Proposal process, who will
develop the three parcels: for an office tower, a hotel, and
a high technology facility.
A PIONEER LOCATION
Although the South Station ARD site borders the city's
expanding financial district, many local real estate
professionals consider the location to be a pioneering one.
A development at such a location requires optimism by the
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Developer and continued growth of the local economy.
Reliance on conventional or current standards to assess the
project's potential at South Station may assure a its'
failure due to lack of financial sponsorship. A pioneering
project, such as the ARD, if conceived and implemented
succesfully in response to the market conditions, can create
extraordinary value for the development and the surrounding
neighborhood in the process. It should be pointed out,
however, that many pioneering projects did not succeed with
the initial sets of owners; and that some were resold
numerous times at successively lower prices until the price
was right for financial success.
MIXED USE SYNERGY
The South Station site, with a 5.5 acre development
parcel at the fringe of a build-up financial district, close
proximity to the city's retail district, and ready access to
mass transportation facilities, has the potential for a
mixed use developemnt ("MXD"). There are several often
cited reasons supporting mixed use developments in urban
sites. Increasing land cost in most metropolitan areas,
together with an increasing commuter transportation problem
compel developers and municipal planning agencies to use
urban site effeciently and optimally at higher densities. (80)
Mixed use developments can offer both flexible and/or faster
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development opportunites, and can also offer several uses
and products either simultaneously or individually in
response to the market demand. The combination of 2 or more
uses may enable the project developer to construct more or
greater quality amenties and greater architectural and
interior design features in the shared common spaces and
parking facility through spatial and cost efficiencies.
Well conceived and implemented MXDs, have historically,
offered an enhanced product differentiation, generated a
greater tenant demand, higher revenues, a shorter absorption
schedule, and/or higher occupancies. (80) (81)
Office users respond positively toward MXDs because
they offer the convenience and vitality of being a part of a
complex that contains on site amenties not found in a single
use building. Employees can shop or exercise at lunch time,
executives can attend business lunches or meeting without
traffic congestion or weathering the climate, and out of
town clients can lodge conveniently at the MXD's hotel. A
successful hotel would serve as the synergy factor for the
other uses in the ARD development, thereby enhancing their
marketability. The hotel would extend the day's activity
cycle by attracting an after hour population to its lodging
and eating facilities. A well implemented MXD contains a
synergy where the development is greater in market demand
and economic value than the sum of its separate uses.
A coherent and efficient design solution is critical to
to the economic performance of a mixed use development, much
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more so than a single use project, because it affects the
marketability for individual uses, synergy among the the
project components, economies of scale, and operating
efficiencies.
The 1980 Study previously commissioned by the public
authority are deficient in: a) a coherent physical and
functional integration of the three air right uses, 2) a
major focal point connecting the three, and 3) a direct
street grade access and entry sequence to each. A major
pedestrian circulation network, either at street grade or at
a "skyway" one level above street grade must be deliberately
set aside within the transportation center component so that
a future connection can be made among the office tower, the
hotel, and the high technology facility .
The office component, conceived as a 400,000 SF tower,
should have been in the range of 800,000 SF to 1,000,000 SF
in a MXD. (80) A larger office component would supply a
critical mass recommended for the synergy factor and would
command a greater presence along Atlantic Avenue. A change
in the program is almost impossible at this date because the
foundation structure is presently being installed, as part
of the public construction program, to support the
400,000 SF office tower.
The hotel component, envisioned as a 600 room
convention hotel, has been discussed in the chapter on
market assessment as being not appropriate for the location
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and the Boston hotel market. A 350 room mid-luxury business
hotel is a more realistic alternative proposal.
Both the office and the hotel components requires
significant street grade accesses and coherent entry
sequences, which are critical to the identity and marketing
success of each use. The office should have a minimum of
5,000 SF at street grade for a visible entance lobby
function. The hotel should have a minmium of 10,000 SF at
street grade for a lobby, check in and a hotel related
function.
The high technology component, envisioned as a 250,000
SF 2 story facility, starting at six levels above street
grade, contains too large a floor size. A 125,000 SF floor
size seems more appropriate may for traditional light
manufacturing use, a use which there exist decreasing demand
in a central business location. A 30,000 SF to 45,000 SF
floor size is a proposed alternative proposed for multi-
tenant, high technology, and research and development uses.
A 45,000 SF floor size is a functional size for large
engineering firms, back office or data processing operation.
The high technology facility would require 4 to 6 freight
elevators, and controlled truck access and loading docks.
The South Station Transportation Center facility, when
completed by the public authorities, will contribute a
significant transportation convenience to the office tenants
at the South Station ARD. The transportation center will
create a vibrant people oriented atrium lobby at the
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restored headhouse, serving 35,000 commuters. While the
atrium is expected to be a active pedestrian place, the
entry and access to the three ARD uses must be designed for
proper security control and management from the commuter
traffic.
DEVELOPMENT FEASIBILITY
The ARD office tower would be a marginal, but
financible, development if delivered to the market at an
average asking rent of $49.70 per SF net rentable area
(escalated from a 1985 market rent of $35.00 per SF and 1983
construction cost of $90.63 per SF). In a joint venture
with a instituitonal investor owning 80% interest, a return
of 18.21% IRR without tax benefits could be generated to the
investor, which would make the project financible.
It is doubtful whether the hotel and the high
technology facility would be financible in 1990. The hotel
development could generate to the investors a maximum return
of only 11.25% IRR with tax benefits if an average room rate
of $220 per night was assumed in 1992 (escalated from a 1985
room rate of $142 and a 1983 construction cost of $87,500
per hotel room), and a maximum of 5.57% at an average room
rate of $140 (escalated from a 1985 room rate of $100).
The high technology facility could generate to the investors
a maxmium return of only 10.87% IRR with tax benefits if an
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average rent of $24.00 per SF net rentable area, based on a
net net lease, was assumed in 1992 (the $24.00 was escalated
from a 1985 rent of $17.00), and a maxmium return of 8.45%
at $17.00 (escalated from $12.00 in 1985).
If a mixed use development concept can not be
implemented for the South Station ARD, then a logical
alternative for the hotel and the high technology air rights
parcels would be to develop them for a first class office
tower of 400,000 SF and a moderate quality flexible office
facility, respectively.
DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE
Based upon the market assessment and financial
projection analyses, a phased and flexible development
program is recommended for the ARD project. Exhibit 7.1
contains the development schedule, amended to illustrate the
best and worst scenarios for the ARD parcels.
Given the projected market demand for new office space,
the ARD office parcel would be developed first, so as to
establish a major visible presence on Atlantic Avenue,
across from the one million SF One Financial Center. The
financial projections for the office component enables it to
secure its financing relatively easier than the hotel use.
Using the office tower to establish the ARD's market
presence for the site, and depending on the market
conditions, the hotel parcel would be developed next either
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for a hotel or another office tower.
The high technology parcel is located at the rear of
the ARD, and would be developed last. Depending on the
market conditions, it would be developed for either a high
technology or a moderate quality flexible office facility.
DEVELOPMENT RISKS
The start of any construction activity at the South
Station ARD would be two years from the start of developer
designation. During that period, the development is
vulnerable to changing new regulatory rerquirements,
economic downtown, and inflation.
The development of a multiple use or a MXD at the South
Station ARD presents substantial risks to the Developer, as
a result of three external factors: securing the right to
build, construction costs, and market conditions.
The City of Boston and the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts both have rigorous regulatory processes
pertaining to the development of real estate. It would be
two years before proper re-zoning, environmental clearances,
design review and approval, and finally a building permit
would be granted and project financing would be closed.
During the regulatory process, all the costs incurred by the
Developer are at full risk.
Projecting inflation rate 2 to 10 years into the
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future by the Developer for the financial feasibility and
projections for each of the uses is a significant risk in
forcasting construction costs, market potential, and the
threshold of profitability.
The Developer would plan the ARD and proceed with one
or more of its uses several years before the product is
delivered to the market. If the market conditions
deteriorate and are below those forcasted in the
projections, the Developer must fund the operating deficit,
in order to avoid financial default and to preserve the
development's long term value.
For the South Station ARD, which a long term
development schedule, it would be prudent for the Developer
to form a financial partnership (popularly known as joint
venture) with a major institutional investor. The investor
would provide the long term financial stablity and
commitment. The Developer would negotiate with the investor
to fund all or nearly all of the equity required, in
exchange for half ownership interest, or more if required in
order to generate a certain return on investment objective
to the investor.
THE VALUE OF THE SOUTH STATION AIR RIGHTS DEVELOPMENT
The BRA will lease the air rights to the Developer for
the leasehold development of the three parcels. The land
value of an income producing real estate development is a
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direct function of its economic value, which in turn is a
function of the revenue potential (i.e. market rent) at that
location and the capital cost of the project. The value of
the air rights lease, which is an amortization of the value,
is similarly determined. If the lease agreement calls for
the reversion of all improvements to the lessor, a premium
of .50% must be added to the economic return required from
the development in order to compensate for the loss of the
residual benefits at reversion.
The air right lease payment envisioned by the BRA for
each of the three uses cannot be justified by their
financial feasibility. A skewed land lease payment schedule
is an alternate method when the financial projections can
support such payments. The lease payments would start at a
lower amount during the early years and increase in the
later years when each of the uses establishes its market
presence and generates higher revenues.
Even though the South Station ARD may not pay the BRA
the air rights lease payments it envisioned, the development
would generate positive economic impacts to the city through
other benefits. A regular housing linkage and real estate
taxpayments from the ARD would contribute to the city's
fiscal programs. The three uses would contibute a total of
$2.46 millions to the city's housing linkage program for low
and moderate housing. (82) When completed, the three uses
would contribute approximately $4.5 millions annually in
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real estate tax payments, thereby increasing the city's
fiscal basis by $45 millions if a 10% is assumed for the
city's cost of borrowed funds.
From an urban revitalization perspective, South Station
is the eastern terminus of the Downtown Crossing Economic
Strategy Plan, adopted by the city in 1983. The Downtown
Crossing Plan formulated an overall economic and physical
development strategy linking the city's downtown retail
district, Park Square, Essex Street Corridor, Dewey Square,
and South Station. (85 ) Exhibit 7.2 contains the
illustrative plan for the Downtown Crossing Economic
Strategy Plan.
From an urban transportation perspective, the South
Station ARD is a vital component of the South Station
Transportation Center and the Downtown Crossing Plan.
Exhibit 7.3 illustrates the roadway and transit improvement
in the Downtown Crossing Plan. The ARD would reduce
commuter traffic congestion by offering tenants and
employees the convenience of mass transit and parking
facilities located directly underneath their workplaces.
CONCLUSION
The South Station ARD is a development that requires
tremendous public and private sector partnership between the
Developer, the BRA (owner and lessor of the air rights), and
the MBTA (the primary developer of the public infrastructure
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and structural systems). The cooperation pertains to
significant design, structural, legal, and financial issues
at the interface between the public sector components in the
transpotation center and the private sector development of
the air rights above.
The South Station Transportation Center and the Air
Rights Development presents challenging opportunities for
both the public and private sectors, who through their
efforts can achieve a successful integrated development. It
calls upon them to mobilize the unique resources of either
sector so that an urban transportation and revitalization
program can achieve a better environment from public
investment, produce fiscal benefits to both the city and the
state, and provide a reasonable market return to the private
sector investment.
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SOUTH STATION AIR RIGHTS DEVELOPMENT ("ARD(" SCHEDULE
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MASTER PLANNING AND SCHEMATICS .
MASTER PLANING AND SCHEMATICS
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Exhibit 7. 3
Accessibility will be improved by roadway and transit changes.
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